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Histo rian lauds
effort s of FDR
By Susan Smith

Students expected the worst when they were forced out of there dorms during last night'.s
power outage. (Elizabeth Cote photo)

Black out Clears Area I
By Elizabeth Cote
and Donna Morafcik
A defective connector in .a
manhole behind Jesse Doe Hall
was the reason for a power
_o :utage that blacked out the ·
entire Area I' residence halls,·
according ·co Patrick Miller,
director of Facility Services. At
about midnight workcrews restored power to the seven residence halls and evacuated residents were allowed to return,
according to Carol Bischoff,
director of Residential Life.
The power went out around
6:00 p.m. in Area I, New Hamp-

get its power back just after 8:30,
shire Hall, the Undergraduate
but not before four women and
Apartments, Elliot Alumni Cenone man, all residents of Stoke,
ter, Snively Arena, and StiUings
were temporarily trapped in the
Dining Hall, according to Dean
elevator for just 15 minutes
of Students J. Gregg Sanborn.
between the first and second
By nearly 8:30 workmen could
floors.
·n ot isolate the problems in the
Tom Worrell, a freshman on
line that still kept Stillings, ·
Stoke 7th, said _h e had just gotten
Congreve, Scott, Smith, Jesse
back from eating at Stillings and
Doe, McLaughlin and Lord
boarded the elevator with the
Halls in the dark.
Residents of those halls were ,., four 8th floor women, when the
car s_topped and the lights went
a_sked to evacuate i:o either
friend's room in another area, . out.
After a tense 10 to 15 minor to New Hampshire Hall,
utes, he said the Fire Departaccording to Paul Desrosier,
acting University Police sea: ment opened the doors and they
climbed out ontq the second
ent.. Stoke Hall was luck t
floor.
"I wasn't in fear of the elevator dropping ... but as far as
being stuck in an elevator between floors it was pretty scary,"
said.
Worrell
"The kids wlno worked with
He said the car got very hot
h~r, loved her," said Jeff O,nore,
and people yelled things down
Director of the MUB.
the shaft such as, "you're going
"I worked with her ·for so
to die," and "the fire's not too
.
big."
long, and liked her so much,"
he said. "She will be missed."
"It was funny for the first ·10
St. Onge, a resident of Someseconds, then it started scaring
rsworth, is survived by three
. BLACKOfff, page 8
adult sons.

a

St Onge .passe s on
The University community
mourns the death of Jane C. St.
Onge, 40, who died of cancer
on Friday November 6, after a
four year illness. St. Onge
worked for nearly nine years in
the MUB as an accounting clerk,
·single handedly accounting for
the MUB's $2 million operating

budget

William E: Leuchtenburg,
author of over 20 books and one
of two historians chosen to
testify,against Bork, spoke about
the impact of President Franklin
D. Roosevelt's presidency on
today's society. Leuchtenburg's
speech was Monday night at the
·
Eliot Alumni Center.
Leuchtenburg, a noted his-·
torian who has contributed to ·
such magazines as "The Nation," " The Progressive," and
"The New Republic,'.' praised
.Roosevelt. He said Roosevelt
has l;>een recently rated as second
in greatness only to President
ThomasJefferson by national
historians.
'_'The presidency as we know
it today in 1987 begins with
FDR," said Leuchtenburg. He
said that after Roosevelt's death,
admiration of FDR "took on the
character of a religious cult."
Roosevelt served four terms
from 1933 u·n til his death in
1945. His successor, President
Truman found it hard to follow
up on· that kind of national
,attitude and resented FDR
because of it.
Leuchtenburg went on -to
criticize. President Reagan and
his adaption of Roosevelt's
words for his own purpose.
"Reagan, to be short, admires
FDR's style · more than his
programs," said the historian. .
Roosevelt is noted for such
innovations as Social Security ·
. and the appointment of women
and minorities to positions in
the government. Reagan on the
other hfnd has been making
sig~~ficant cuts in ~~mestic aid
On the 1988 Presidential
elections, Leuchtenburg said
that the winner will most likely
be an activist president who "is
sure to draw on FDR's performance".

Despite .r epeated power outa:ges throughout his talk, Leuchtenburg kept his sense of humor,
citing numerous examples of
Roqsevelt's legendary gusto and
candor. Roosevelconce told a
reporter -to go sit in the dunce'.s
corner, and threatened to set
lions on the Congress, whoserelationship with th~ president
·
was shaky.
·. One of the greatest impacts
of Roosevelt's presidency, said
Leuchtenburg,.,,was !-iis "exper.i mental _tern erment" .

William E. Leuchtenburg (Antonio Velasco 'photo)
Roosevelt was one of the first
to use a car · and a plane to aid
his campaigns. He also used the
radio exten.sively, bringing the
American public into the political process wit_h his Fireside
Chats where he discussed his .
l~test developmeQts over the
atr.
_ "I thought it was excellent,"
said UNH junior Rich Finnegan. Finnegan said that he was
disappointed that Leuchtenburg
did not go into his role in the
Bork hearings.

Panel discu sses threa t of AIDS
By Adam McKeown
"There will be a time when
you can't sit here and say you
don't know anyone with AIDS... because you will." So spoke
pr. Peter Patterson at afrAIDS,
a two.:hour long discussion held
Monday night in the Strafford
Room of the MUB ..
· The program was the brainchild of Student Organization
for a Diverse University and
made possible by panelists
Kentin Bustin (Residential
Life), Sylvia Countway (Medical
Technology), Dr. Peter PatterWas INXS enough? Find o~t son (Health Se_rvices),Jim Kiely
(UNH student), and P. Clay
on page 17.
Stevens (Fenway Health, Bnston).
The purpose of afrAIDS was
Pre-registration puts strains
to educate those on hand
simply
on the advising center. See about the
AIDS virus.
story on page-3.
Jim Kiely opened the-forum
with some alarming statistics
J
------------- --reguardin g the attitude of the ··

INSIDE

_us government on the subject

~y1via \..,UUntway. No qne on . Patterson said, "You can get
this campus thinks they can get AIDS by accepting, inrn your
of AIDS. According to Kiely,
AIDS because we're in New body, cells from another human
the US Senate recently voted
Hampshire," she said.
down a program that explained
· being. It is very difficult to
Countway's statistics back up transmit -by casual contact."
how high risk groups could
this claim, as sixty percent of·
avoid contracting AIDS, The
He implored the audience to
UNH undergraduates have no understand this point. "It does
voting margin, he said, wa~ 94
. not fly through the air and you .
fear of contracting AIDS.
·
to 2.
Behind these sta-tistics, can't get it from food," he added.
Stevens echoed this concern
about the government's lack of though, there is a real disease
Despite these facts, the
action with some. statistics of and some real scientific facts. number of those infected with
That is the message Kenton AIDS is s9aring.
her own.
"Six days after the Tylenol Burton would like to get across.
"When I last came here," said
"O.ur major emphasis is to Su;vens, "which was in January
scare, the government spent 9
million dollars on prevention," inform students of AIDS," he of 1986, there were 13,000 cases
he said. "$.9 million dollars have said, "Inform them so the_y of AIDS. Now there are more
not yet been spent on AIDS." won't fear it."
than 41,000."
Dr. Patterson came forth with
This aparent lack of concern
And there still is no cure.
is close to home as well. The the hard information. According
Stevens noted that the treatstate of New Hampshire, said co Patterson, AIDS is a viral ment of AIDS must deal more
Keily, does not ·produce one illness that attacks the body's with the patienes psychological
booklet or commercial message · ·immune systems, destroys tht:m problems than with physical
dealing with cause and preven- and leaves the body vulnerable one's for this reason. Patterson
to diseases one normally would
tion of AIDS. .
Closer still was a comment not contract.
. AIDS, page 9
by a UNH student quoted by - As to getting the disease,

'f
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Book tells newspape r secrets
By Beth Disbrow
"Do marshmallows grow on
trees?" This was an actual
question asked of the Boston
Globe. Jane T. Harrigan, an
assistant professo.r: of jour•nalism at UNH, used this question
in her first \ book, "Read All
f\:bout It," to exemplify the
misconceptions that many people have as to what a newspaper
, actually is.
Harrigan spent six· months
commuting from Durham , to
Boston, where her subject mat~
· ter for the book compiled d~ily,
. at the Boston Globe. She
watched the daily process of the
Globe's production and the news
people behind its print.
"Read all About It" is an hour
by"hour detailed and informative
text that gives its reader a
· window from which to view the
"secrets'~ behind how a news·room works:
"Rea~ All About It," ,t hrough
its d~ta-i'leu observations, allows
Its re~der-S:•{;Q , i triess y.rorkers
rinfoadfog 'huge rolls of newsprint from railroad cars, advertising people soliciting for the
bread and butter, photographers
on waKh. for their next assignment,·and reporters on deadline.
· "6 a.m ..: overnight editor Bob
Warcl is smoking his last l?all
· Mall and cleaning up the debris
of an eight-hour shift ... the only
sound is the coded chatter from
the police scanners on his desk.
1 P:m.: Brad Porkorny is trolling .

w

for stories (in an armored car?). newspaper.
The author described the
He is walking around downtown
trying to find a good subject for process as "taking each piece
a feature. 6 p.m.: Managing .of the puz.zle and putting· _them
Editor Tom Mulvoy ... sits at a together, one by one." She leaves
terminal in the middle of the no one out of that final picture.
newsroom, drinking coffee and She said, "The trick is, they don't
reading potential front page know what the picture is supstories:.. knots of reporters come . posed to look like when they're
together, then disperse. The finished."
Everyday the pieces are difintercom blares ... Editorial assistants rush past, bringing ferent, events change, nothing
·photos from the library, taking stays the same, so there is no
dummies to the composing exact procedure that people
room. Midnight: the last plates could study to· sum up the exact
are being locked onto the pres- way a newspaper is put together.
ses .. . with a roar that extin - Harrigan's book is a view of a
guishes conversation, the mon- day's unfolding events that
conclude into the pages of the
strous machines begin to roll."
The day the book describes , Boston Globe. The main focus
i~ June 6, 1986. "I chqse this day of this book is on all of the
at ra,ndom as a way to show the ·. people, not just reporters and
process-, to find out what these editors, · that make up each
\
people do that causes a •folded printed page. .
Six months of.observation
· newspaper-· to -l and with a thud
on hundreds' of thousands of · and interviewing and many
rough drafts _later, Jane T.
q.oorsteps each morning.
"So many people want_ to Harrigan's first novel came to
know: the secrets within a news prim: How did she desGribe.her
. room," said Harri-g.a n. ·while culmination of events going to
she was at the Globe she remem- print?
She said, "It was like a really
bered . the hundreds .of tour .
groups that Cafi?.e, rhrough to long, agonizing childbirth .and
~tare at the rol,ling press ma- the labor t~)Ok two years· and
then I had to h_a nd it over to my
chine in action,
:She. said, "People like t,G go editor _(like a parent. handing
through a newsroom ... they over their newborn child)."
Now she looks at it .and says,
would peer in at the' people
working in the room as if th,ey , "This is mine. I .made this."
"Read All About It" is used
were lookin_g for 'the secret.'
"Read All About It" manages by jour.Qa-lism students as reto unr-avel the mystery of a daily commended reading, ~ut Har-

ane arrigan · as written a book_feaforing a day-in'-:-th~~life
of a metro newspaper. Read all about it! (phot9_Antoni0Velfisco)
rigan said, "I_t's jµ~t de.signed tnuc:B to of frr· t:o 'an yon~ yv h_o
· ..
:for journali~ts. " )ts .pfg~s have reads them: ,.

I

Ulster blast
·kills 11, w9unds 55

Patriots' Fry-a r
~obbed,. shot at

A bombing suspected to be the work of the
outlawed Irish Republican Army killed~11 people
and wounded some 55 others who were attending
a ceremony · honoring Britian's war .dead in
·Enniskilleri, Northern Ireland, Sunday. · · •.
The blast collapsed the walls of a community
center and trapped scores of people underneath,
many of them. schoolchil'deren takiog part in a
wreath-laying ceremony just outside the building.
"We saw the arms and legs of_ people in the rubble
crying for help. They were crushed. It was just
terrible,'-' said one man in attendance. "One woman
was blown right through our mahogony door," said
Pat O'Doherty, who lives opposite the site.
The incident represents the largest civilian death
toll in a terrorist attack in Northei;n Ireland since
1972. No group immediately took responsibility
for the bombing, but police 's ources say the: blast
is the work of the IRA which ii, fighting a guerrilla
war to end British rule in Northern Ireland..

New England Patriots wide recieve~ Irving Fryar
reported being attacked and shot in a robberyatte~pt
in his hometown of Easton, MA, Thursday mght
· aftier leaving a Boston je":el~y store, put h~_s not
filed a complaint about the mc1dent, police sa1d. ·
Fryar told Easton police he was jumped and robbed
after purchasing a ring for his wife early Thursday
evening. According to Fryar, he then cha~ed the
assailants into an alley and recovered the· .nng and
a gold ,chain he· said w:is ripped from _his neck. As
he was returning to his caF, Fryar clarn~ed he w~s
shot at twice before escapmg, but no witnesses m
'the area could recall hearing any shots fired.
The incident was not reported to police un_til
seven hours later. · Fryar said he feared the negative
publicity tliat would arise due to his J?ast reput~tion,
which includes a questionable stabbmg he rec1eved
just prior to the. Patriots' Super Bowl appearance
·
in 1986. ·
Unless Fryar lodges a complaint, police cannot
investigate his report of atten;ipted. robbery . .

-~Terrorists seize
"· .Fre;n ch boat, hostage~

•

\

·Recent ha~e.due
to southern fires
-

Epping,. Dover
blazes claim,two
A fire of uI?-known cause claimed the.life of a
27-year-old mag, and left three tenants homeless
i':1 Dover Saturd~y, the fir_s t fatal fire in ·that town
·,
..
·
· ·
smce 1983.
Denn'is Stone, no permanent address, was ·
spending the night in the 19 Belknap St. apartment
of his friend Lloyd Lennon when he died of smoke
inhalation early Saturday. Dover Fire and Police
. departments, as well as the state-fire marshall's ·
office, are investigating the origin of the blaze .as
well as "large quantities" of ~ocaine and assorted
_
drug paraphernalia found at the scene.
In Eppirig, nearly. 100 firefighters from a dozen
towns battled a two-alarm fire· that ripped through
a Main St. rooming house early yesterday, killing
one man, leaving 15 people homeless and injuring
nine firef ighte.rs, a police officer . and another
resident. The Cii;use-of the blaze is under investi.
gation.
, , -It was a busy weekend for area firefighters,. as
other fires , broke out: in Eliot, B.e rwick, York,
'
Portsmouth and iGreenland. ·

V ~r,m.Qnt

man ;g ets :o:f f:· ·_

tHPi>dy v~lentine.hoax

'

The blanket of ~moke and haze covering New
·j p
England early_this week can be attributed to forest
The Abu Nidal terrorist group said y"esterday
fires in southern states some 600 miles aw.ay which : ·
A twelve-:member V~rmont Disrr}ct Cohit j4ry
· its guer.'rillas had seized a French-registered boat · have spread_;smog_a~•- far north as Maine, reducing ·:.'
· decided'' Ftida-y'. that there was not enough evidence
off the Israeli~occupied Gaza Strip and took the .
·
visibility and delaying air traffic.
'to convict Robert Metcalf qf ~n.i mal cruelty charges
,
· ·
eight Israelis on board hostage.
· ·Smoke from fires in Kentucky and West Virginia,
stemming from an incident in whic_h his ex.,.girlfriend
· Walid Khaled, a senior lieutenant in the Pales· where only traces of rain hav~ fall~n this month,
recieved a bloody dog's _hea,rt . in a shoebo~ for
,
Moslem
in
conference·
tinian group, said at a news
has_limited visibility to 100 feet at times in those
.
·. . .
.
Pay.
Valentine's
west Beruit that the captives.,-three men, .three
states and has b~.e,n _c arried n01;th by strong w,inds
w,ith
d0.
to
soip_~thing
h~d
[Metcalf]
.felt
"-We
•
'Said.
but
unharmed,
hildren--were
c
.
women and two
.. and rnt visibility,Jo three miles in.Boston, slowing
beth
a
EJiz.
sai4
h~,wasthere,''
prove
couldn't
we
but
it,
·
their. "lives would be in danger" if Israel retaliated . · late, weekel?-d .air:traffic _at ~ogan Airport. ·
had
prosecuters
State
jury.
ofthe.
foreman
Hall,
.
. for the seizure:
. ~he srqo~ey air has not produced any serious
,ho_rror
tqe.
by
inspired
was
cdme
the
show
to
tried
·
· Abu ·Nidal, whose real name is Sabri .al-Banna, •·· health problem~ a;ccording to hos ptial officials .in
movie "My ,B loody V,aleriti~e" which they _said
has long topped Jh~ terror is. most wa-nted list· in , . Boston, but "p~ople are complaining it's ~ffecting
,and key witnes.ses, h~d y.iewed pdq,;; to last
Me.tcalf
both the .. U nited States and Europe His group has · , their breathing,," a~cor:dipg, to Bob ~~alker of the
.
...•,
..
. .r , ,
. ..
Valentine's Day.'
been. blamed for scores of attacks in the past.
.·
.·
,weather ,s~rvice i_n New Yqrk City. , .
on
-delivered
is
heart
human
a
movie,
the
Irr
In.Jer-usalem, the Israeli army said it had no
.. . The haze is expecte(:L tn last until an incoming
·· ·
·
Valentine's Day.
1 knowfodge of the vessel's hijacking.
cold-front moves the air out to sea sometime this
•;=-,
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·. Kerry
supports
Dukakis
By Joe M oreau
U.S. policy has failed in
Central America because President Reagan never tried to
build a bipartisan consensus for
his actions, according to Senator
John Kerry of Massachusetts.
Kerry, a supporter of Democaratic Presidential candidate
.. Michael Dukakis, told a·Strafford Roorri audience at the MUB
yesterday that the Reagan administration ignored the lessons
of recent history when it designed its Central American ·F our Jessie Doe residents prepared to crash overnight in New Hampshire Hall. (photo Elizabeth Cote)
policies.
. .
"Whenever, in the United
States in the last ·century, (an
administration has) not built ·
consensus or bipartisanship~ the
Congress has risen up and pulled By Robin Ho~ker
consists of, "assisting in the
In serving the U niver.sity
The next few years will ·test
the power away from the Presiderttif
ication
of
resources
system,
Mackay
this
team work and challenge
said
his
Dr.
new
Edward
R.
Mackay
has
ident," said Kerry.
Kerry said that the Vietnam been named University System· needed ·and the means available _goals include, "Helping the the forward motion as both the
USNH to move forward in a Chancellor's · office and the
War should have taught Reagan . of New I-:Iampshire vice chan- to achieve those resources." ·
Mackay has been a Durham cohesive manner and to meet University itself battle the
the need to build popular sup- cellor for plannih-g an,d budget.
prC'blems of housing, over-- -port~ in the government and · 1-:Jis promotion to this newly -resident for eight years anµ a the objectives set out for it."
Mackay added that,"while _ crowding and parking on the
among the population at large, created position was approved member of the University Sys'
' before embarking on a contro- by the USNH Board of Trustees tem -Senior management staff facilitating the good ideas and Durham campus.
for the last five years. He has linking them to appropriate
Faced with these difficulties
versial program Hke the funding on October 31.
In his new assignment, Mack- a masters degree in mathematics - fµnding is important," it is Mackay said he believes that the
of the Nicarguan contras.
ay
is resposible to USNH Chan- fro'm Lehigh University and a paramount that,"we (the Uni- Chancellor's off ice," improves
Kerry served for three years
. _,;in -Vietnam before heading cellor Claire A. Van U mmersen. doctoral degree in educational versity of New Hampshire and the .q uality of decision making
· · Vietnam Vets Against the War According to the ne~ vice administration from Vander- the Chan~ellor's office) work at the University campus:" -,
as ~ team.- .
. from 1969-1971. He is now on chancellor thi--s responsibility built University.
the Senate Foreign Relations
}· Committee.
,; As was the case with U.S.
intervention in Southeast Asia,
· Reagan has forgotten to get the
American people to understand
the nature of -the thr-eat in'
- Central America, according to
ByEdMtDa'i'd - · ·
1973.
·Kerry. Instead, administration
Democratic Pr~~ident.ial CanAs a member of the U.S.
officials have conducted a secret _
didate Paul Simon will bring his House of Representatives from
and largely illegal foreign policy.
brand of down to earth politics · 197 4 to 1984, Simon authored
"Everything we have done in
to the UNH campus t;1is after- the Missing Children Act and
Central America has been in
no0n. Simon, a Democratic was chief co-sponsor of the Civil
contravention of the law. The
Senator from Illinois, .will be Rights Act of 1984, to hold
contras themselves, -under in:speaking today at 12:30 in ·the institutions responsible for sex
. ternational law, are an illegal
Strafford Room of the MUB.
and race discrimination within
entity. They are, in fact ... -a
Senator Simon prides himself their departments. He also
terrorist organization," said
on being a traditional Democrat, proposed amendments to cut
Kerry. He said that the contras,
and his policiep-eflect that. His funding for the MX Missile.
which have been receiving U.S.
campaign focuses\9n creating
As a U.S. Senator, Simon has
aid since 1982, regularly engage
jobs domestically, strengthening introduced the Guarenteed Jobs
in a policy of blowing up schools
education and agricuJture, and Opportunity Program, which
and hospitals and murdering
expanding health care for the would provide unemployed
Nicaraguan civilians in order
elderly.
Americans with a guaranteed
to destabilize the Sandinistas
Simon does not mind being opportunity to work, providing
regime.
.
called a liberal, as long as people education and training when
Oliver North and his assounderstand he's a fiscally con- nescessa·ry. Simon: believes this
. ciates had to begin a covert
servative liberal. He likens program could reduce the
operation to funnel profits of
himself to a "Hat ry Truman" budget deficit without cutting
Iranian arms sales to the contras
liberal and he looks every bit domest ic soc_ial program~ or
precisely because more than
· the part. He wears a bow-tie, raising taxes.
two-thirds of the American
horn rimmed glasses, and baggy
A latecomer to the Democrat-.
people do not support contra
trousers; all of which rend to ic Presidential Race, Simon w'as
· · funding, according to Kerry.
conjure up images of a bygone originally seen as a longshot to
· Kerry said that in the Reagan
era in American politics. ·
win the nomination. Howev~r,
administration "the ends jusAt age fifty eight, Simon is recent troubles among the De~
tified the means." He called the
t. the oldest Democratic Presidenmocratic Candidates ha..ve
Iran-Contra scandal "worse than
- tial Ca-n didate. He is also the _ changed that situation. The
(Kim Hartman photo)
Waterga·te" in its flaunting of
only candidate who does not withdrawal of candidates Gary
the law.
have a college degree. Simon Hart and Joe Biden, and the
Standing in front of red,
left college at the age of nineteen recent acknowledgements of
white, and blue Dukakis camto run a newspaper in Troy, . marijuana use · by Gore and
paign banner, Kerry told the
Illinois.
Babbit have left Senator Simon
audience of several dozen people By Tony Ray
creased· use of the Advising
Currently serving his first unscathed and brought his cam-The University AdvisingCen- Center by faculty, staff, and term in the United States Se- paign to the forefront.
that his candidate would commit
himself to upholding the law ter, located in Murkland Hall, students for the problem. ·
nate, Simon has a strong polSimon's first real test will be
-"More professors· ate refer- ' ideal background in the House in the New Hampsire Primary.
in formulating Central Amer- suffers from a space shortage
that hampers the quality of ring students to us ·and more · of Representatives and the Generally considered Dukakisican policy.
. "I know of Mike's deep com- service ·the faculty the.re are people are calling for informa- Illinois State·government.
land, Simon has reportedly been
mittment to the rule of law," committed· to give, according tion than ever," he said.
Simon served as a member doing well lately in the state.
Kerry said. He served as lieut- to Director Marc Schwarz. Long
Schwarz said he wants the of the Illinois House and Senate- Joe McQuuaid, editor of the
enant 'governor of Massachu- liqes, assembly line service and · Advising -Center to be housed from 1955 to 1969. In 1969, Manchester Union Leader, presetts under. Dukakis from 1983 lack of privacy are common in the soon-to-be· vacant Hood Simon became the .first and only dieted last week on 'Good Morrtuntil leaving for the Senate in problems.
House. "There's talk of that Lieutenant Governor of Illinois ing America' that Paul Simon .
In a presentation to. the ~appening and I hope it iWill," · elected with a Governor of a could be "the one to give Du~~!~:,# ~~~~ ~: -·~· •f ~- ~ ....
.Sl?ACJJ,~w.me,.\Qn- • . .,, • • ~ ~
e,r~!1! J>.aGt! ? ~lJ!- ~~e!H~~~' ~hs,, .~a]cjs_. , .f~~!9l,§!~~~ 9_!1
.J
1dJ.!f,.
.
_
~Jeutenant overnor t roug

Trustees name Mackay vice chancello r

SiDlOri to'· addreSs '
Universit y to~~Y

Advising crowded

..

.

~~·~-,~~;ht:i:~;~:~~:~\h~f;:w
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·ON THE SPOT ·
Sho uld a can dida te's 'pot smo king be rele van t
,, ·
to his com pete ncy aSa pub lic official?
I

-

"No, It has no relevance ·
on a person's present state:
I think alchohol is a more
destructive drug than marijuana."

.

No, I don·' t think pot smoking should matter at all.
One' mistake in life
. shouldn't ruin a person's
career."
Matty Cole
Freshman
German · ·

Andy Townsend .
Sophomore
History

uif they only tried it _once
it would be alright. If it
was a habit and effected
their decsion making it
wouldn't be okay."
Kelly Mcmach,on
Sophomore .
..
Undeclared
;'

.. , r1 believe a 'person's past
· is a person's past. If he has
proven, . himself w_orthy
enough to be a candidate
the he deser.ves the posi- ·
tion."
Matt Pitts
Sophomore
· Mechantcal En,g
.\ t

•
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Nowisthetimetomake
your choice. Because

:1lil

l)\~

;every ArtCarved COUege
. ring:-from-handsome
traditional to contemporary styles - is on sale
now!You'U he impressed
with the fine ArtCarved
craftsmanship that's
backed by a Full Lifetime
\Varranty. And.you'll
·. appreciate the s~ngs.
Don't miss out!

· ., ·

C LAS S- R I N G S

~ ~~~

~~\J

1=■

Date
.

'

.

'
'

Nov 9-10
Time

10:00-3:00 PM
Place

UN'H
·BOO KSTO RE
.HEW ITT .
HALL ·

TheJJualilJ!

1be Craftsmanship.

The Reu,ard You Deserve.

(f:

1987 ArtOarved Class Rings. '

·Deposit Required •

. . ; ; .,- •
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RA discu sses alcoh ol incid ent ·~ N-~D_A_R_.·-------....
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10
.
.
r
' By Pamela DeKoning
She said she is looking forcounseling and promote ·a lot
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "The Roman Way,"
Richard V. desrosiers, Spanish and Classics. Room 201,
Sawyer Resident Assistant . of educational programs. I'm ward to working with ,a new
·
Murkland, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.rri. .
Jennifer Batchelder said she has still doing duty, I'm still living," staff and that the posi_tions
·
should be filled by. Thanksgivno regrets about r_eportiQ.g the she said.
YEAR OF THE PRESIDENCY PROGRAM. - Democratic
Since the 1ncident, Batchelder ing. 'Tm very excited to work
intoxication of co-worke'rs Karpresidential candidate Senator Paul Simon of Illinois wili
en B~adley and Neil Bettez on . has been th~ target of various with a new staff. I think Sawyer
~eak on "The Nature of the Pr~sidency." .Strafford Room,
said.
she
she
horizon,"
bright
resident~,
a
has
from
hostilities
in
resulted
which
25,
October
. .
.
·.
UB, 12:30 p.m.
·
· There are many appli.cants
said. Her door was vandalized
their resignations.
"I have no regrets. I don't see with notes and eggs and the lock for the two RA positions, acUNH WRITERS SERIES~ "Crime and National Character:
cording to Hall Director Claudia
any other ·way l could have was kicked in. ·
The English and the Irish." Sea.mus Deane, University College,
,
In another incident, a rock Marieb. Batchelder said, "It
responded in that s!tuation. It
Dublin. Room 125, Hamilton Smith, 4 p.,m.
was a conflict like any other. was thrown through her win- would be difficult for aQ.y RA
Lecture and Slide Show - "Can We Trust th~ Russians?"
When you're not getting dow. Althou,gh she wasn't there stepping into the situatio~l:>y Allan Krass, professor of physics and science policy a
which
she
into,
said
she
rnming
be
11
happened,
they'
"it
tl1rough· to someone in a con- when
Bamp~hire C,ollege and a senior arms analyst for the U mon
frontation your,superviso'.r is was injured when glass from the is ~.11 the more wonderful that
Concerned Scientist. Room 204, Hortoh, 7 p.m., free and
of
RA's,"
be
to
want
bedsheets
people
her
in
these
was
·
window
there tO help," she said.
to public.
open
she said.
Batchelder said that the con- and cut her eye.
supvery
felt
'Tve
have
said
She
results
positive
said
She
and
frontation -was coincidental,
MEN'S HOCKEY - vs. Provid~nce. Snively J\rena, 7 p.m.
if she had not happened to be come from the incident as well. ported. This has brought me
.
·Faculty Concert Series - Peggy Vagts, flute, and Ruth Edwards,
there when they came in, no- "A lot of good things have come closer to an awful lot of people.
out of it. Many residents in the Maybe I'm an eternal op.timist
pia90. Bratton Recital Hall, ·J;laul Arts, 8 p.m.
thing would have happened.
a
has
dorm
this
my
up
thirtk
I
clean
but
helped
building
and
doors
the_
locking
"I was
WEDNESDAY , NOVEMBER 11
standing right there whep they room after the damages. I've felt · bright future."
·
said.
she
supported,"
very
.
coinciderice
a
was
It
in.
came
Veteran's Day Holiday - No classes.
that I had to confront them,"
she said.
NHOC Ski Sale-& Swap - Area vendo_rs are selli_ng (?:eW ski
She said when she confronted
For students, faculty and staff.
equ!pment at 40% to 6_0% .off, plus you can bring 'm.ypur
them and called Smith Ha.ll ·
eqmpment to sell. Gramte State Room, MUB, Wed. 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. ;. Thurs. & Fri. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m. to 4
Director Nora Nawa-r, she had
.
~m
no idea what Resident'i~J Life's ,
>
·
role would be. "I had no idea
· Means It's· Time
THURSDAY, NOVMEBER 12_
that was. going to happen. It just
'
~
:
-~
~
:
~~\
·
,
.
.
Yourself
Protect
·to
1
wasn't a factor in the situation,"
NHOC Ski S~le & Swap - Granite State Room, Mub, .10 a.m.
·
she said. · '
/ _,,: r . / j
·
Against
·
ro6~m
'/
She said the situation in
✓
'
Sawyer is still difficult because
Art Galleries Brown Bag Series :- G':lllery walk with exhibiting
of the staff shortage.
artists: Arthur Balderacchi and James Charlton. Galleries,
· "We're in a crisis situation.
Paul Arts, noon.
-If you are over age 65
We're a building that's short '
Slide Show and Talk - "U.S. Foreign Intervention Policr,
on staff and in any situation
or
and Preparations for Nuclear War: The Deadly Connection:'
that's difficult," she said, adding,
Joseph Gerson, American Friends Service Committee.
"Clalildia's (Sawyer's· new Hall
-If you have a chronic disease such
·..
Room, MUB, 1 p.m.,.free, open to public_.
'Merrimack
Director) presence has helped.
kidney
or
respiratory
heart_,
diabetes_,
as
She has a lot of -~nergy and
Earth Scien~es Colloquia - ~'Glacial Geology in New
'"
enthusiasm."
·
Ham_pshi~e," .by Dr. John Ridge, Tufts University. Room
disease
~ ·
The incident has not inter119, James, 4 p.m.
fered with ·her effectiveness as
.
Center
-5enr.kes
H.ea-lth
av,a.ilable...at
.,- ., \{ac.dn,e _
:; • , .
PsychQlogy Colloquim - "The, Effects"of Acid Rain on Aquatic
.an RA; she·: s~id. ::·· :t:
Organisms.'' Winsor Watson III, Zoology. Room 101, Conant
Mo'nd~y through Friday 9:00 a.rh.- J:30 p.m~ . ~: ,
'T ri1 still an eff~ctive RA. I
·
·
Ha11, 4 p.m.
do a lot of one-on-one peer
MUSO Film - "Radio Days." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
.
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. ,
1

;----· -·

·_ FL U

AIDS LECTURE - "AIDS: Facts and Fears." Elizabeth
MacDonald _presen<'ing slide lecture on preventiqn and
treatment or AIDS: Durham/Chesh ire Room, 'MUB, 7:30 .
. · _
,
·
p.m., free, open to public:

Martin.Short ·Annette O'ToolC

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13
NHOC Skt Sale and S;wap - Granite State Room, MUB, 10
a.m. to 6 p.m.
.NH International Seminar - "International Tourism in New
Hampshire: Trends and Patterns.'' Larry ,P. Gustke, UNH.
Alumni Center,,4 p.m:
'-

University Theater - "The Dining Room." Johnson Theater,
·
Paul Arts, 8 p.in. thru November 21.

Acotne dy
you can still
·r espect in
the .t nomin g._

Rock Bands - MUSO presents "Shake the Faith" with special
Fi2:ures." Pub, M_UB, 9 p.m., students $2, general
,,.c.t "It _
011

. The Business office will close at 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 11.
CALENDAR lNFORMATIO N MUST BE SUBMITTED i'O
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB . .
(Obs~rve· deadlines on proper forms)
T.he New l-1.,,,,j;.;hire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824, Business Ofice hours: Monday- '
. Friday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24.00. Third class postage
· paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day.
The New H_ampshire will in no case .be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographical
error appears, if notified immediately, POSTMASTER: send address changes
.to The New, Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copi~s printed
per issue by Journal Tribune, Biddeford, Maine.

THURSDAY NIGHT! ·
LAWRENCE KASDAN Pr~sents
.
An AARON SPELLING/ALAN GREISMAN Production '
PARENT
GAIL
&
BERNSTEIN
"CROSS MY HEART'' \\nl(h~ARMYAN
\1u_~~BRUCE BROUGHTON pl)c~f~i~~ LAWRENCE G. PAULL EJi),~; MIA GOLDMAN
p~;[.~~;~h>;.'ffiQMAS DEL RlJTII PnKlu~~ CHARLES OKLJN and MICHAEL GRILLO
~~~~::,~AARON SPELLINGandALAN GREISMAN PnKluc~LAWRENCE KASDAN O
□□L==r llirectb~ARMYAN BERNSTEIN (9198~U~~~~T~~~u,~~

R

RESTRICTED
UNCER I 7 R!QUIR!S ACCOMPANYING
®
PARENTORAOULTGUARDIAN

;

.· .

.

,

\

-_. .-•---~-- -__·.j.·
~-·
./ 'A~~:_>

FALL

·

, f

UNCLE BARRY
.THE
STONE ·
CHURCH

A UNIVERSAL NORTHERN DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS RELEASE

,

ZION HILL
NEWMARKET 659-6321

. ROCKIN' RHYTHM 'N BLUES...
... BRING YOUR DANCiN' SHOES...

THURS., NOV. 12 - 9 PM
TICKETS: $2 AT THE DOOR .

I'
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'WeEll<end btiSy 'f o{
·CAREER

.;;.CONCERq;·o.p:,scoTTISH TRADITIONAL MUSINFORMATiONAL MEETING FOR GRADfr~
IC-Sponsore"d .by U,NH Country Dancers anq the
to
invited
ATE STUDENTS: Grad-students ate
Sh.ow qn:WUNH-fM. O~SIAN, a group based
'Ceili
learn more about career services at UNH. Sp€cifi_c ~' in Edfobutgp, Scotland will .play an evening of
topics: on-campus recruiting, credential files, :· traditional music and song from their homeland ..
resumes/vitae, interviewing, job searching. Tuesday,.
Thursday, November 19, Richards Auditorium, .
November 10, Ba.bcock Hall lounge, 7:30 p.m . .
Murkl<!-nd, 8 p.m., UNH students wit-h valid ID;
$3, geheFal $6, Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, MSALES & MARKETING CAREER NIGHT: Speak
F,, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Left over tickets sold at door.
to & hear from 5 panelists w}:io will be on campus
)nformation: (603) 749-2238 or (207) 439-2555.
to talk about careers in sales & marketing. All classes .
welcome. Thursday, November 1,2, Forum Room,
ITALIAN FASHION SHOW: Sponsored by DeDimond Library, 7 p.m.
partment, of Italian. Christie Jones, owner of the
Italian specialty ship, Luciano Monti, will .be
JOB lN~~RVIEWS W_IT~ ~RS. FIELDS C(?Q-.. showing the , late.s t collection of wearables from
·
part-ttme
&
full
hmng
1s
company
KIES: This
.Italy and Tenarnagra hair fashions· of Portsmouth
re~ail store managers. Interviews are available
will assist with hair design. Tickets are $19 and throµgh the Job Referral Service. Call by November
are tax.deductible w-i'th the proceeds going to benefit
12, (603-669-3432) to schedule an intervie~ with
the UNH ltalia-n exchange student program. Italian
Daryl. Thursday, November 19, 2321 Elm Street
antipasti and punch served after show. Monday,
Manchester, New Hampshire.
N~wember 23, Granite State Room, MUB, 7-9 p.m.

Univer sity Police ·
.

{

.

'

.

.

'

.

~

\

.

.

.

nil~~ 'Yere' r~port_ed .missi:n·g
By Chris Pollet
from a _north~rn community of
What s~emed ~o be a quiet
·
N.H.
weekend for the average UNB
. Warnings w~re issued to five
. student was a busy one for our
males near Sawyer Hall who
friends at Public Safety. They
were drinking in public and
· were -on the alert throughout
being abusive to residents of the
: the entire w:e ekend responding
dorm. The incident took place
to,numerous cails.
on the 7th.
Office.r s ·responded to an
An incident in the Quad area
incident concerning a highly
involving ten ·m ales was broken
intoxicated female who had
up by officers and one arrest
fallen down a staircase in Stoke
stemmed from it as a male
at 11:15 p.m. on November 6.
continued to harrass the officers.
The female was rushed to
The male was taken into custody
Wentworth-Douglas s Hospfral
and sent ~o County Jail.
·
.
by ambulance. .
A non-UNH student was
Another female was found by
.UNIVERSIT-ir COMPUTING
arrested for Criminal Trespass ·
officers face down in the stairAUDITIONS: "The Well of the Saints" anq "In
in the area of the Field House
well of Hitchcock Hall on No'."
-t"he Shadow of the Glen." Sponsored by Theater
NON-CREDIT COURSES ARE FREE OF
Synge.
J.M.
by
plays
Two
at 7:00 p.m. on the 8th. The
.
Department.
female
The
Dance
and
2:.45.
at
7th
vember
CHARGE. Register online on the VAX/VMS
ALL
TO
OPEN
Davenport.
B.
Gilbert
by
Directed
subject was bailed at $500 and
incoheren·t.
and
vomiting
was
systems by entering the command "TRAINING» .
UNH STUDENTS. _Backstage assistants and ushers
will appet1-r in court on the 24th.
She was rushed to Wentworthat the VMS command level prompt($). CUFS users
Sunday, November 15, at 7:30 p.m.;
Two incidents took place at
Douglass Hospital by ambushould tab down (o Other Services on. the CUFS . needed also.
16, at 7:30 p.m. Call backs
November
Monday,
the , Field House during the
_
.
...
lance.
menu ~nd type "TRAINING
on Tuesday, Novemper 17, at, 7:30 p.m. Hennessy
An officer was,threatened by INXS concert. Th~ first in·
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Cent~r.
.,.VAX/VMS FILE :PRQTECTl()N: ~he user will
unknown occupants of Chris- volved a student who was ejee;tlearn how to tailor the protectiori on files to cont_rol
ed due ~o problems and tried to
HEALTH
tensen Hall from a window as
access using file protection codes and ACL's.
addressing al- re,enter the Eield House. He
was
officer
the
Prerequisite: VAX/VMS or equivalent experience.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC MEETcohol violations O[). WiUian;tson was ta~eil to Strafford :County
Wednesday, November 18, 3-4:30 p.m.
INGS: For indi'.viduals who 'have been affected by '
Way. The .occupants threatened Jail in lieu of bail and will appear
Conference
their parents drinking. Thursdays,
the officer with .a 30-06 rifle. · in court on the 24th of this
MACWRITE: Course ~.ntroduces MacWrite, and
· Room, Hood House, 1-2 p.m.
.
Apple
one was found in conn~ction month.
~he_
No
for
package
easy-to-use "'{Ord processing
The other incident invoived
to the incident.
Macintosh. Editing, formatting; and printing are
MEETINGS
discussed. Prerequisite: Using the Macintosh or
At 3 :42 a.m. on November the disorderly conduct of a
equivalent experience. ¥onday, November 23,
7th, officers stopped.a ~ar which student after he had ,,received
CATHOLICSTUDENTORGANIZATION°1~4EET9 a.m. to noon.
had been driving at excessive humerous ., warqing·s. ~e was
ING: Everyone is wekor:ne, bring friends, ideas,
speeds. The male opeqiting the released. Or:\ $600 bail and will
Wednesdays, Room 15, Catholic
fun!
some
have
and
•
UNIX/ULTRIX: An introduction to the ULTRIX
car was higqJy int<:>xicate~ an~ , appear in' court on the 24th of
Student Center, 7-8 p.m.
o'perati~g system anJ VI editor on Descartes.
.
..
- FOR DISA,RM. AMENT &). ,, wlien ·'c o'n'fforited ·about· his ' . this month. .
· ·
"., - "Monday'; November 16, 9 a.m.- co noon. ·
TH.E COA. L'ITIO·N
tions
c
a.
numerous
all,
in
All
,
d
·
b
b
h
·
h
b
an
usive
a
ecame
e
e avior,
PEACE: If concerned about nuclear arms race, we
GENERAL
used foul language to the -officer,:_· was taken. by_ Public Safety
educate people and help them work_ towards
The male, a student,_was _sub- , i.qduqin-g thrne .ar.r,(:!S t s .for un,disarmament. Wednesdays, Coos/Chesh1re, MUB,
B.R.E.A.K. (BAG--IT, RELAX, EAT AND CON-~:'·~:~~~~'%-}~.'.·:sC%.q]t~ntly charged w_1th d1sor-.'"i !awf;uJ P.A~,~~-~,s.i_o~,;~iglt t .QI;,~-n
free
p.m.
7
NECT): A lunch group for students who are
,,-./7 • ·, '·~_ -~,:;.•:'.,~.\:.~7."-,"': :;.cl:e tly:·~onduct and will appear,,; con.tamer v10.lapops,.t:wo ,Cr1.n1-;.
divorced or separated, or just thinking about it.
inal Tresp~ss, , a·. Disordedy
FOR DUKAKIS M:EET~NG:::L~ar:1\ ,1.~:-· iifrourt on December 8th.
STUDENTS
Center,
Wednesdays, Non-Traditional Student
'. anq . _::~ . . ::-'officers assisted Lee police :,. <;:onduct', and .there we.r e two
Colle~<:~
at.
Camp,_aign
Dukakis
the
about
. Pettee House, 11 :30 a.m. to 1 p.m., bring your lunch.
~;~kfog'<_five ,juv~niles. into { tow:ed vehicle~ due ~o unla,w ful
Unil~rsities nationally:? ,4e!d,ay, Noy~~f;,~~
:c µstody ,orttfi_e 6th. The Juve -'.-, possessio~. .
~'.: · .
. Mernmack Room, MUB, 6.;,g.).30, p.m. ,.__
PIZZA LUNCHES:Join the Pizza for Lunch Bunch.
; °'-..:·
.
.. ·1
:/ '"' ~\.,
. , ,·· ,.~
Relax at the end of the week with good company . UNH STUDENT AMBASSAD<JR cop~~IL·
i!.,,
;,
,, · · . .
and good food. Pizza available at $1 per slice. Eyery
··.< ',r;/:', •
MEETING:Wednesd ay,NovemberlI;'Hetie :1,',
Friday, Non-Traditional Student Center, Pettee
.
~oo;~t1~oom, Al~~ni c7n~er • 5 p.m. Free, open
House, noon to 1, p.m.

l,r, :-· ·£{if

f)Utllam ;pOlic.e:·

CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION COFFEE HOUSE: Featuring Adam Black, Ray M-ancison,
LeAnne Fenner,John Magnuson, the NH Notables,
and more! Plenty of munchies too! Friday,
November 13, Library, Catholic Student Center .
7:30 p.m. to 12 midnight., free.
MUSICAL EVENING: An informal gathering of
music lovers to hoot and holler, or sit and enjoy.
Students, staff and faculty are invited to bring
instruments; voices, and good spirits. Refreshments
will be served. Thursday, November 19, NonTraditional Student Center, Pettee House,. 5:308 p.m.

MEDIEVAL REC:REA TION CLUB BUSIN~SS

'r';::!d!/ N~~eit!:1f
1f~;.T~1:!~\~f~~~s~
:'Common
Office, MUB, 7 p.m., free, open to public.
0

BLOOD DRIVE STUDENT COMMITTEE MEETING: A meeting to plan holiday _Durham blood
drive with student committee. Anyone 10ter~sted
in planning, working,'or with new ideas is welcome.
Tuesday, November 17, 12 Dover Road, D1.,1rhatn,
(next to Foreign car lot, gasoline aller) 7 p,rn-'.J f
unable to attend, call 868-2753. · . '. . · .' :,~·- : .

NOTICEINFORMAT IONMUSTBESUBM IT- ITIES ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
- _ · , .·
,
TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-.-'~ on proper forms)' . ,

.··RESUMES.
Electroni~ally Jyped

'

'weel< end ·rep·o rt
,-

.

,

. out a valid license. · He was
By 'K aren OiCohza
The Durham Pqlice Depart- · released oh -$1,500 bail and is
ment re po rte& tw·o arrests, a scheduled to appear in. Durham
· break-in, and one accident which District Court on De<:. 8., accord~
.
·
· ing to polic~.
happened over the weekend.
· · A b-reak-rn at the Cookie Jar
Shane M~rtin Smith, 20, of
211 Alexander Hall was arrested. '. on Main street was rnported at
Friday; Nov: 6 and charged with _ 9:?0 :a.m. on Saturday. Polite
, . hj .n de r i n g a ppr eh e n -·:., said the woo?en-front panels
sion/ prosecution. He wa_s r~- -~; of the ,(oo~-1e .Jar were torn
leased on $400 bail and 1s ~ down, resulting rn $100 damage.
:i~ook~e:< ~~~},. stqfen.
sc?ed_uled to appear in Durham j'. Als~,
D1stnct Court on Dec. 8, accord- ..· Police, are u1vest1gattng the
::.
.
•· incide#r. ·.
ing to police.
~olifr rnve?,t1~~t~d~a t~o,~tar
Douglas M. Anderson, 26, 1 ,..
Depot St., ~Alton, was· arrested . acode9t at t.q ~ 1~t.e.r~~ct10n of
on Route 4 at 1: 15 a.m. Saturday, it Edge~ood Ro·a.d. an& Straffo_rd
and charged with aggravated ',:. Ave. at{5:17 p.m. Sunday. _Pa,hce ·
DWI, possession of a controlled ? said dratiorts,·.we:!fe not issu:ed
substance, and operating wi;h- , : and no~injuries W'e re .reported.

~?e ~1

ROSS UNIVERSITY

$18.50 iracludes

.

Guaranteed student loans for :both sch~_ols

Typing, Selection of Paper ang Envelopes

Plus·

.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

.

American Medlcal School Curriculum.
High pass rate on ECFMG. Guaranteed cllnlcal rotations.
U.S. Medical Schools are accepting Ross students with advanced
standing. Listed In WHO.

25 copies* 25 envelopes~ 25 ~xfra sheets of p~per
Ch~nges easily made with our One Year memory sto,:age

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30-

Durh am ·Copy

·
American Veterinary School curriculum.
Listed In AVMA Directory. Only foreign vet school doing clinical
rotations In USA. Vet school accepting students with advance
standing.
Now accepting applications tor both schools for ,Spring, Fall and Winter
··
semesters.

Jenkins Court' •Durham, N.H. •868-7031

Information: International Educational, Admissions~ Inc.,
460 West 34t~ St. New York, NY 10001, (212) 279-5500

•
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Using rare slides to. illustrate . in.gs in ,Mos.cow - thei:e <l_re· now Moscow's religious buildings
his lecture Marsha·ll Winqkur·, 297 s•ajd Win.okuf. He .said that in the -coming years·. Winokur"
a -Russian professor 'from the some of this decrease is due to said he believes: how1ever,' tlv;1.t 'r
University of Alabama, des- factors outside the govern,. there are s·o'm e em;o.uragl9g
_crib~d -the astonishing evoltitiot;1 ment' s control.
.
·
sigp$.. . . '. .
' · · ·. "
ofM0scoils-c-hurches. Winnkut::;
"Weather:, ·vandalism, and
. "The .,r¢~en·t surge, o'f_ 'Naspoke to a large group of facµhy age'·' all take th~ii- toll he· said, tio"Qalism help~'.' cr~3;re _ a loy*y
and students last Friday at the bu·t the major cau~es lie e'lse- to the buildings and the1ir cul·PCAC. ; , ·
. ' . . .
where :.,'
.
,·
· · tural ·diversity he said .. The ·
· ·'In 1881, two German photo:Churtht:, ~: , ~: -~r'e not active accomplished architecture of
graphed' were COrhI11issione_d are !'ra_z ed,; ·seduiaL ~/ U .J . .. or churches no longer use9 for .
to capture' Moscow on.film ..The abandoned" sai'd Winokur. by
worship do not have· to ·be ·
recent discovery of their work, replacing· churche·s w'ith-facto- destroyed.
. ·.
/
over fourteen volurries, ·eriabled ries :o r apartments, the· govern"Buildings migh~ J>e :pr'e·~ 1
Professor Winokur to system- merit kills two .birds with ·one serv~d if the,ir space w,~r~ ·us~~f, 1
atically determine the dramatic stone.
for s~c;ular pu.rpo~es . ,Thi:s js .:
r.e duttiori ·of- Moscow's religious .
"Moscow is short of working preferable to destruftion,'.'. said
structures since the Revolutiop area and housing space,". said Winokur.
of 1917.
Winokur.
Professor Winokur's lecture
In a tour whi~h has already
Therefore, any areas that are tied many aspects of our lives
visited nearly a· 100 colleges ·and vacated through the govern- together: history, the Arts,
univets-ities, Winokur is ·sharing ment's efforts to break ties with theology, Russian studies. Irt
these f iridi'ngs as well as the the-past· are quickly appreciated. doing this, his goal was to do
Russian Professor Marshall Winokur from the· University of
slides. .
A.lthough great restoration has more · rtian merely educate.
Winokur began his lect'u-re recently been' achieved for a few "Rµssia's loss is permanent, · Alab~ma discusses religon in the USSR. (photo Mark Ha~ilton)
-with . a compari.son of the churches in Moscow, they are [although] through art, and
number of-·churches in Moscow the exceptions. '·
photographs, and stories we can
and the number found in Ne:w
"Small numbers of churches see" what it was like, he said.
. New
~
York City. The statistics are are open to tourists to -present Through his lectures this great
striking.
·
·
the appearance of a change in loss is partially recouped.
:·Moscow has a'popu:lation of policytotheoutsideworld," said
However, as Wilokur ob8.2 million and has 46 active Winokur.
·
·
served in his summation, leeOrthodox churhes. New York
Winokur said he believes this tures and slides may acomplish
has a population of 7 million strategy · "allows Sov1ets in- only so much as a form of
T-Shirts.
and 3,'525 churches and syn- creased leverage in international compensation, and even less in
.•Hooded Pullovers •Totes •Baseball Caps
agoges," he,.,said.
religious circles."
the face of further damage.
•Sweatshirts •Golf _Shirts •Aprons •Custom Designs
Winokur provided; many rea- · Because Soviet policy has
"Humanity is the ultimate
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items
sons for such a vast difference.
·varied
often in the past, it loser in any further des.truction
In-House Art Dept.
"In New York there are is hard to· form reliable predic- of Russia's rich religious and
603/431-8319
cqnstantly shifting populations tions· concerning the fate of cultural heritage," he said.
·
Autl:!r!Jn_Pond Park, Rt. 191 Greenland, NH
and changing neighborhoods;"
.
.
.
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churches in NYC serve multiple ~
~
purposes ;icc9rding to Winokur. ~
~
H~,s-~id' ~-esi~es,ae;ring: as .a'P~ace ~
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~
of worship, they niay double as ~
.a
"bookstor~s, rnndomi,1;1iums, ... .a
-~
. and even discotheques.
~
~
In Moscow, reasons for such ~
~
a low number of churches are ~
~
mainly political. Winokur said~
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~
that fopowing the revolution ~
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of 1917, "Marx~sm(Leninis1!1 ~ .
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Under Stalin, religion was .a
thought of as the "opium of the ~
people," ·and the official state ~
religion became atheism. Ties ~
with a "decadent past" were~
systei:naticall)!: broken according~
to Wmokur.
~
Although the intensity of this ..
policy has varied greatly since ~
the revolution, its effects have ~
remained permanent. In 1917 ~
there were 683 religious build- ~

~~
ATTENTION
BSN
CLASS
OF 1988.
If you have an
overall "'B"
average, you
may qualify for
early commissioning as an Air
Force nurse.
There's no need
to wait for your
State Board
results. Ask for
details oo our
special intern.ship program.
Call
TSgt Al Baty
617-322-5060 ~ t
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DON'T 1)0 YOU lf KE 1HA1 . ·Entert ainmen t alterna ti ·- eS
WHEN YOU CAN
DO YOU .l -fKt>·THJS:
Now Sound Express back in MUB
A current UNll I.D~ gets 20%
off any, cash pu_rchase of
clothing at

WHOll y' . ffiACAO
Now th~u Thanksgiv ing."
SO, MACRO UP YOURSELF
,AND PRIC~ BE NO DRAG,!
17 Ceres St.· Portsmouth
_Open Late: Tel.#436-88 87

THE1'.~1.

T~B
62 Market

Stree:=5HDP
• Portsmouth N .H.-

RELAX AT.THE PRIVATE HOT TUB
.
. 'ROO·M RENTALS

• SHOWERS, DRESSING AREA AND STEREO IN EACH ROOM •
. . • TOWELS AND HAIRDRYERS FURNISHED-•
.
• JUICE AND ISPOSA&LE BATHING SUITS AVAILABLE•

if we can do it," he ·said.
By Beth McCarthy ·
Tuesday is "Ladies Night"and
What {s "Dec:adence?';•It ·is
the latest addition to the -area's Wednesday night is "Big Chill"
clubs which opened Saturcfay .· night, Const 4 nce said. The goal
night and is ·a "smash," accord..: of the progressive music"-(.The
ing tq owner Jeff Keith, 2 5 years· Cure, New Order, among others) is for more people to dance:
·
·
,
old.
Its location, on Third Stree't . · G>nstance· said, ,"There has not
in Dover 'by the railroad tracks, beep a real dance place ·(in the· ·
, is perhaps less attractive than • area) in four years."
Kristina Dustin, a senior ·
the inter'ior.
The ambiance .is inviting, transfer. for a semester at UNH,
once inside. There are two bars, was not pleased with the music,
a large sitting area, an enormous : she said, although she did dance
black and white checkered dance a. few songs.
Linda Dart, a 1986 UNH
floor, and at least nine color
TVs, and two women in a 'c:age grnduafe said,''The only thing
that's sleazy is· the girls in the
dancing to the music. ·
The niµsic pleased the· opeo,- cage. (They) bting. it a level
.
ing 'n ight crowd.. But it will not be.low the-Speakeasy."
Rick Williams, a 1978 grad
if you are looking for a "Top
40" place, said Mark Constance, and Portsmouth resident, liked ·.
head dis<:: jockey. The·music he them. The girls bring "class,"
will play is "music of the 90's, he said. ·

w illiams said he liked everything about Decadence (he did
not ~ven mind th.e ZO minute
wait ·to get in, nor the three
dollar' cover). . . . · ,
"There's room .enough to
dance - there's no room to dance
at the other dubs in xhe area,"
he said.·'
The-question arises - will this
new club be a ·major alternative
for UNH students? Jill Miller,
a senior .at UNH said, "(There
is) nothing· to do iri the- com - ·
munity (Durham) and I
wouldn't attempt to do a,nything
on campus because there is only
one thing to do on campus- .
_.,.Nick'~, ;ind\. I've done it a
•'million times already."•.
But, she pointed out,_"If it's
-g oing. to end up like Nick's
(cliquey), I'mnot going to come
here either."
1

•

Student s welcom e Decadence
., Now Sound Express made such
By Beth McCanhy
The Now Sound Express a late debut this semester he
returned to the Mub Pub last said. The Georgia· Satellite
Thursday night. Its return toncert in the Pub was the first
sparked some interest on cam- real event of. the semester, but
- pus, according to Dan Ethier, was not a great success, accordthe business manager for i~g to Ethier. Also, the lack of
alcohol in the Pub seems to have
MUSO.
About 120 people went to deterred students from turning
hear the DJ spin the turies said out in droves, he added.
He said, "The heyday of Now
,
Ethier.
Now Sound Express supplies Sound' Express was when the
. the ~quipmenJ, the lights if Pub was open. There was a
,needed, and for · a fee ·video . '., serious drop-off in attendence
monitors, according to Ethier. (when alcohol was prohibited)." '.
The Thursday night events
The total cost is $250 per night.
. Finance is one of the reasons
1

are intended to provide "alter. native entertainment" which
"caters to the student population as a whole," said Ethier.
The Now Sound Express
revival . was a success, even
though ''. advertising could have
been better," said Ethier.
Friday Night two bands will
be pfayihg in the Pub - Shake
the Faith, from Boston, .a nd It
Figures, from -Portsmouth .
Ethier predicted that Now
- S9un~·Expresnviltbe "in the Pub
• about two more- times this
semester

- - - ~BLACKOUT---- -., (contiQ'ued from p~ge 1)
you," said Ann Pedro, oqe qf and all of a sudd:~n:, we were
the four· women. Also stuck in · eating in ,the dark.": ,
As a safety measure, residents
'the elevator were Mary Dekeon,
·were rrnt allo·w ed to re-enter
Ruth Rivard, and Lisa Evan~.
Worrell said the women were Congreve HaH·until power had
salrri at first bur then got anx- been restored. Only a few res ious. "They started pan"icking idents ere escorted to retrieve
. and screaming. I told them_to _books- and clothing .
.· Most displaced residents were
shut up," he said.
" "The elev'a tor stops all the · not in New Hampshire Hall.
time, but the lights never go out . 13,raba.zo.n said many went to the
that's what scared me," said library Or to the MUB. "I think .
this will force. a lot of students
Pedro.
-Dek.eoo said, "Tom was fun- to study tonight," said Brabazon.
Congreve staff said it hoped
ny. He was yelling at us to shut ,
.
up."
they would get power back
. '<Yeah, he kept saying that through out the night. "It's pitch
he had to go to class," Pedro · black in there," said Brabazon.
.
added.
Stoke Hall, one of the only
While residents of St6k€ were buildings in Area I with a
allowed to stay in the dorm, generator, was the center of
other Area I residents were activi,ty for administrators and
required to leave their .halls , . University Police_who worked
The residence halls ·were at getting things in order. At
evacuated due to the loss of its the s~me · tirpe resident hall
emergency lights and pc>wer. staffs worked to maintain order. '
Brian Millette, RA on Stoke
Without .the emergency power
the fire alarms can not function. 2nd, said he was strictly enforcResidents were instructed to go ing the fire codes and kept
to New Hampshire Hall until residents from having lit candles. Also, patrols made sure
the p<:>wer was resrnred.
"Public safety has been really Stoke residents did not throw
helpful," s'a id Congreve Hall things out of the windows.
University Police pos ted paDirector Annie Brabazon. They
got the hall directors and staff trols or residenrhall staff in each
together to. evaluate the situa- of the evacuated dorms-to keep
residents informed.
tion, said Brabazon.
Dean Sanborn denied
Officer Lapointe, assigned to
New Hampshire Hall at 6:45 rumours that Area I residents
p.m , said he initially had no idea would be exe,used from examinations today._He said .that is
what caused the blackout.
Congreve resident Kristine up to "the individual faculty
Murphy said, "I was in Stillings member's perogative."

I

/
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NOVE.MBER 10-16
· MUB CAFETERIA .
Tuesday November 10
Cheese Enchiladas
Bar-b:..que Spare Ribs
Succotash
Zucchini and Tomatoes
Cream of Pimento Soup
Ch.iii Soup
Coconut Macaroons

Sylvia Coufitway, Medical Technology; Dr; Peter Patterson, Health Services; Clay Stevens,
Fenway Health, Boston; Jim J(iely; UNH Student. (Kim Hartman photo)

-------·-- -A1Ds-~·-~----- ~.

added that there are some
experimental vac~ines but they
have not. b~en pro\'.'e·p and are
often powerful ·toxins.
··
Each of the panelists agreed
that AIDS should be a human
concern and not just a concern
. for gay men .. According to
: Stevens, gay men comprise a
majority but by no means a vast

(continued from page 1)
majority (70% of documented man being is not made to live
· cases). He said that majority is alone. Hu!l)an beings need other
. decreasing as m_ore heterosex- ' hum:an beings. People with
. uals come in contact with the AIDS ,!1eed other people to h_d p
them.
disease.
The ·panel:agreed that eveTests for AIDS are available
· ryone should sympathize or at in complete anonymity from the
lea·st familiarize themselves UNH Health Services. •For
with the facts about AIDS. As · information, call Health ' Ser·Patterson concluded, "The hu- vices at 862-1530.

Wednesday November 12
Closed in ~bservance of Veteran's Day

..
. ·.
·
·

Thursday November 12
Veggie Pocket
"Be~f Kabobs
Hice .Pilaf
Harva·rd Bee.ts
Corn Chowder
Chicken and Rice Soup
Ice Qream Pie .
Friday November •13

,

A11 your favorite M U B s-p e c i a It i e S · prep a red by your
famous MUB Chefs.

When you see those nift; posie~s hangf~' ~p it means
that the entrees were p./annerl by t:h·e Hotel 667 .
,;,r students and prepfflted:.by the hotel 403.- itudents for
your enjoyment. ·

·

·

· ··

·

··

Monday November 16
Spinach RoH with Creamed Mushrooms
Brunswick Stew
Green Chile and Chee~e Rice Bake '
Ratatouille
Pumpkin Stock
·P oor Man's Soup
Walnut Supreme Pie

PIZZA AT THE MUB"""""

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year e·x. perience that wi ! : last a lifetime.
· · ·
·
- Working at a professional level .that ordinarily m~ght
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers fi.'"'ci
the career growth they're looking for a~d enj.oy a un:·_1ue
experience in the developing world'.
,
· . International firms ·and government agencies·value
t~e skills and knowledge mastered dur·i ng Peace Corps ·
service.
* The Peace Corps Office [s located on campus

in the Wolfe House
* Stop by and meet Returned Peac~ Corps

Volunteer Brad Fletcher to discuss opportunities for service in developing nations overseas
* Attend regularly scheduled film and information sessions, next -s cheduled date: Thurs., Nov.
12 at 7:00 p .m. in Memorial Student Union
* For more intorr:nation please call 862-1880

Peace ·Corps
The Toughest Job You'll Ever_Love.

Check out the latest arrival to the MUB--hot, fresh
homemade pizza!!!! We're selling it by 1he slice and
we think you are gonna love it.Stop by the MUB Cat
and try some soc;rn!!!! We're open from 11 :00am until
9:3.0pm Monday through Thursday. Fridays we closeat 2:QO pm.
·
Night Grill Specials ·
Monday-BLT
Tuesday-Hamburger
Wednesday-Grilled Ham and Cheese
lhursd.ay-Slice of cheese pizza c;tnd an 8 oz. soft drink.
Nb substitutions. ·
.
·
· "'
· ONLY 95¢!!!!!!! MONDAY,-THURSDAY 3:Q0:.9:30pm
Catering
.
Planning a party o'r meeti'ng? The holiday season is
sneaking up fast-don't let your party be a f_lop d.u.e to
poor planning, let MUB Catering help you o~t!!!! Call
Diane at 862-2484 for more information.

. Pistachio's
?top by for the best scoop in town!! w~ are located
in the Memorial Union Building nexf :0 the Granite State
Room. Monday-Friday 11 am-11 pm Saturday and
Sunday,3:00pm until 11 ;Q0 pm.

THE PICTURE PLACE
SECOND SET FREE
c-41 process, color rolls only
· If your pictures are not becoming to you,
you should be coming to us' ,
MUt:S MARKET PLACE
Nov. 1 0 - heavy cotton sweaters, upstairs balcony
Nov. 1.2,13- Flower vendor, upstairs balcony
Nov. 13 - shirts , corduroy ba~eball hats, sweatshirts,
.discount prices
·

I
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TAKE A '.BREATHER
NOVEMBER 19, 1987

<conrinued from page 3)

.
he said.
The Center provides academ-

1Wrlr*************
. . . Ji. _•
. . . . . . . . . . . . .*.****·
_ **************.
*

stuundeclared
ic advising
of Liberal
College
in thefor
dents
Arts, said Schwarz. There are
15 faculty members represent- ,._
ing each of t~e colleges on Jt:
campus.
They work two hours each per
week to offer the most current
information·possible to students Jtaboutwhati~happeningintheir .
departments. There are also ....three foll-time advisors and Jf,
Schwarz, who is a half-time Jt. .:
advisor.
Schwarz said, "The student
population _is not being served ,._
effectively. People are spilling Jtout into the lobby right now. · :
We need a bigger area that ia
· ·Jtconducive to advising."
Eventually, Schwarz wants Jtto increase the staff so the
longer .more
offersessions.
Center·
How- .
advising
personalcan

*

Do you like to Dance?

h W k" O 7
D
o you ate or mg ut.

Join us to work off those calories tht:_.FUN way with .
:

.

·· ·

.

One of NEW ENGLAND'S FJNEST
i

·. _*

*. _
* . e-~~;d~,...,..~IfL
**

I

J·
*:

·

;;
-~
-<
. a , ~ I '-.J~/4~ -A:~

,_.I

· MOBILE DJ & VIDEO ENTE~TAINMENT CO'S

:
;

;

_ANY FUNCTION, ANY TIME; ANY PLACE

.

**
.:~.: ----'----i
Tues. & Thurs.
.
.
8 30
*
*....-:
7:30 - : p.m.
*·
indSAE)
* atOysterBiverElementary(beh lnnie Snelling _ **
659 6684
*1
•
#
.'
·
*
..,.~~

.

~~~---~

·

•'

Dates jtill available for PD and SEMI'S
.I

436~8397

~••••**•***•*******~************* - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~

ever, the_re are not even enough
- off ices for the faculty that are
working there now, said
·
. \
Schwarz.
The permanent and part-time
.advisors are constantly having
to give up of(ices for each other
to speak w:itp students, and
often .have to go somewhere
else.
In additjon to offering more
space, Hood House wot.Jld also_
make the Advising Center more
visible, Schwarz said. More
students having academic problems in the middle of the year
would use the service if they
knew about it, he added.
One plan for the use of Hood
House is to house the Registrar's Office, a Faculty Center,
and the Advising Center. This
is ideal, according to Schwartz
because the three departments
·
work very closely. .
"Students formed lines right
out the office all day today," said
Secretary of the Advising Center
Debby Kennedy. "We have a lot
more people to get to."
· Student Senator Steve Roderick said, "You don't see such
poor advising facilities offered
in the admissions brochures." ·
Student Senator Christine
Foley said the Advising Center
is important because they have
a good understanding of how
to get into the closed majors
such as the business school or
the psychology department. The
advisors counsel people on what
exactly they have to do to get
into these fields.
Senate Chairperson of Academic Affairs Charlie Jones
asked Schwarz to come and
speak at the Senate meeting to
make the student senators, and
ult_imately the student body,
aware of the problem so the
situation w"ill change, according
to Roderick.
"I haven't had to wait too
long, but that's just luck" said
UNH junior Tina Chasse. "The _
Center is a convenience for me
because they tell me how-to get
around this University which
is so full of red tape."
Senior Liz U retsky said,
"They don't get very personal
and I think they should. More
time per student is definitely
needed.'.'
Student Body Vice President
. Sabra Clarke said, "The problem.
is real and the use of Hood
House -would help a .g reat <lea\,
especially if the Registrar's
Office, Financial .t\id, the Faculty
Center, and the Advising Center
1
could all be in the same place.
lt would mean one -stop shopping for stud~nts."
•J .

I
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CALL DOMINO'S PIZZA
-·~
,-------------FREE NOID®MUG!
Get a free
NOID®MUG
, when" you add
extra cheese to your pizza
valid 11 /16 thru 11 /22
1

-1
I

One coupon per pizza.

I
I
I
I

868-6230

(I

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

I
I

I

DELIVERS~
.,
sFREE.

I

1..---------------J

Meet the NOID'.M He loves
to ruin your pizza. He
makes your pizza cold,
or late, or ne squashes
your pizza box so the
cheese gets stuck to
the top.
With one call to Domino's
Pizza, you can avoid t_he
NOID. So when you want
hot, delicious, quality
pizza delivered in less
than 30 minutes, One
call does it all!''

,'-.•

PIZZA
DELIVERs··

1

FREE.

CaH ·us.
. 868-6230

Ill

Mill Rd. Plaza
Hours: .
4:30pm-lam Sun.-Thurs.
4:30pm-2am Fri. & Sat.'

Our drivers carry ' less than $20.00. Limited delive~ area. ©1986- Domino's Pizza_. l~c.
,q~._:: . / :J..\~ ,\'C.~;- ;j. ~ ~ ;~ :.~, .• •
• _. •j'.b:
.; ,•>" •~_, ~~ ••• .•, ••• • '
•
O!'-

DO-Ml NO'S

'

, ._:,!_,;_ ';•

-,. '• •

•

•

•
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'
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Studen t Wins Starsh ip cruise
By Bryan Alexander
Chia Movizzo is the fortunate
UNH stt1dent picked as the
winner of a night on. the ·rown valued at $ 1300, courtesy of a
raffle set up by Acacia fraternity
and Alpha Zeta Delta sorority. ·
The raffle raised.$650 dollars
. for the New Hamps_h ire Teen .
Institute ··according to Doug
Deframe of Acacia.
Movizzo and seven friends
will be escorted next Thursday ,.
evening on a date iri the Starship ·
limousine. This limousine, at
40 feet long, is the longest in
New Hampshire.
The package includes dinner .,
for eight at th~ Oyster Club in ··
Dover said Deframe.
Movizzo said she was surprised that she won the raffle
even though she enternd it five times.
"YOU never thinksq~'.J.~ go,: .
ing to win something like that,"
t
she}said.
Movizzo said she participated
in the event because she thought
her}, money ' was going to a
IK1m
worthy cause. She said her
mo~her works with teenage
alc<5.hol and,drug problems in
he(commurifty. .
The lure of the attractive
prize was also an unsurmountabk temptation she admitted.
"I kept seeing it and I wanted
,
to win," she said.
Dj:frame said the _drawing for
the .raffle was held at Janetos
Hot1;se on Oc,.tober 30. Major
Roger Beaudoin of Public Safety
- picked the winner to avoid any
doubts casted .on the validity of
the :drawing"according to De.
frame.
Movizzo sa;id she wa.s at home
when her roommate, who lives
across the street, brought her
the news of the drawing.
"She came to rriy hous.e
screaming and yelling on my
front yard," she said.

LUXEMBURG 348

399

.LONDON
PARIS
BERMUDA .

418
220

·HONGKONG

749
390

CARACAS

ed.
Taxes not includ_

1

ALSO: International Student
ID, Youth Hostel Passes and

EURAIL Passes issued on
·,,,,
the spat!
, Call tor FREE CIEE
Student Travel Catalog!

.COUNCIL TRAVEL
80510N

CAM8Rl>GE

6171266-1926 (617)497-~

•

i

Young's Restauran t
& Coffee Shon, Inc.
Breakfast ·
cheese and mushr~o~ oml~t served w/ toast, coffee, .
·
·
... , ~nd hqm.efries $3.1 Q

•Try .our Monte Chrisi.o:
· Ste{lming Hot Ham,
Tu~ke!, and Swiss ~rapped
in Texas Frenqh Toa;t $3.50

Fried Clam Strip Dinner
served w/ tossed salad'
· mashedpotato, andr~ll$3.55"
'

.

.

:-i 48 Main St_.,
oyizzo ·was th .

l-1.Mf'm~:~:,.:,hritri) . ·;:. ~.

.
'!

.
•· /

. ..
·t.,,

.

..

.· . ".'•· ':'·. '.

_,.:~-

Durham.,. N.H. ·
_.c:..~... - ,. .. ,. ~

can yput mumm~

You remember. She was
-always there when you were
. frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with bandages, Wouldn't it feel good
. to talk to your mother again
..
right now? .
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions ·
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you.Just call
1 800 222-0300 .

Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you: busy. .
But call home and find out
what 5.he's wrapped up in.

JOIN THE
GREAT
AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
THURSDAY,
NOV.19

AT&T

The right choice.
~AMEPJCAN

J.1
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I
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Reagah ?oreign Policy--.Picking
Echoing Dukakis campaign Up thf Pieces," drew mixed
. stands, Kerry said that the next reviews from se·v eral UNH
President should work more • students ..
closely with;international orSenior Parker Merrow said
·gan.i zations like the U.N. and he found Kerry likeable and well
the Organization of American informed. He added that he
States (OAS) to assure peace enjoyed what Kerry had to say
in the area while mipimizing about Dukakis but had not made
.Soviet influence.
up his miQd about who to
discussed the peace. plan support. ·" I l).aven't listened to
formulated by Costa Rican pres- everybody yet," he said.
ident. Oscar Arias, ,which five
Aqother senior, Lauren CunCentral American nations ningham, said that Kerry had
.signed in August: · K erry s~id captured her attention with
th:at the Reagan administration · issues .. 'T think he wa_s_. a good
has "always fried to thwart the speaker, but I don't agree with
peace process and that it is now him,"·she said.
"pulling out the rug" on the
Maryanna Koval, Strafford
. Arias plan.
.
County Field Organizer for the
Kerry s<:1id that under Dukakis Dukakis campaign, said Dukakis
the U.S. would listen to the supporters had invited Kerry
· concerns of Central American to speak because of student
leaders like Arias who "'d on't interest in American Policy in
want the contras, because (they)
Central Amerka. ·-are providing an excuse for
"Judging from the issues that ·
further militarization of the I think students are most conregion when (the people) need cerned about," sh~ said, "Cenfral
. money for economic develop• America is ... critical."
ment."
·
Dukakis will be speaking on
Kerry's address, titled "Post- campus on December 2.
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\The· world is your forum
The University Forum is exactly that,
a forum for the ideas an·d opinions of
University students. While campus events
are important and often reflect in microcosm events in the larger world outside
of UNH, the forum space should be ideas
about the world and the nation.
No where else in The New Hampshi-re
are the e.vents outside of the University
featured, exept for the News Briefs. It is
a,conscious editorial policy to focus news
reporting within the scope of the University
because, frankly, there is no way The New
Hampshire can cov~r national or world
events with the personnel, time_~ ~nd

financial resources available to us. We know
that you, the news consumer, .wiUpick up
The New Hampshire to find out what
happened in Student Senate, at the Area
I blackout, or OP. the sport~ field. We expect
for information about the region, nation,
and world students will pick up the Globe,
Times, or Leader. Our News Brief section
is a ney.,s highlights section to pique your
interest to pick up those metro newspapers._
However, when you do read about the
world outside of UNH, we do expect that
university students will have opinions about
that world. THAT'S what the University
Forum is for!

. Do you think the country is going to. go
mto a recession? Should the press dig into
the personal lives and pasts of public
figures? Does acid rain burn your butt? Is
Central America ·going to fall like dominos?
-Is hunting humane? How will are generation cope with marriage, family and career?
Which came first, the chicken or the egg?
·
Well, you get the idea.
The editorial staff of The _New Hampshire invites all members of the University
community to voice their (?pinions, ( in about
_ ·two double spaced ·pages.)
And.we thank you for your support . .

-· t

SCOPE

_Jazz

t,I

Durham, a' nice place in which to
live.
Yours truly,
Arthur S. Westneat
P.O. Box 208
Durham, N.H. 03824

To the Editor,
To the Editor
Editor's note, The Editor is a
Dear Sir,
After seeing the full page anI had the pleasure of attending
nouncement made by Julia Tunnell, the University Jazz Concert on woman.
Publicity Director of SCOPE, in the Saturday evening. This is the fourth
Friday, October 30 issue of the New or fifth year in which I have had
Hampshire, I had to respond. I have the occasion to listen to the students
no axe to grind with SCOPE, its · perform for the public, I would like
presentations, or the group INXS, to offer a comment.
.
.
but a problem arises when SCOPE
For these several years several To the Editor,
In his speech at U.N.H. on
bails itself out of its own financial students have perforn:ied in just
blunders using student's money. about every one of the last few November 3rd,Jack Kemp suggestI'm not saying that every SCOPE public concerts, and I have gotten ed "putting a lid on domestic
production should make a prof it, to recognize and to appreciate their spending" as a way to balance the
but the question of 't he imp·o rtance individual talent and their growth. budget. Jack Kemp also promoted
of the production versus the cost Among them has been one rather opening {!.S. markets to foreign
must be answered. Evidently the heavy ser young man, who played producers m sup_port of free trade.
I asked Ke~p 1f he supl?orted free
majority of the students at UNH several instruments, and who migliit ·
feel it- is not that important or at be recognized by the sneakers that trade, why 1s he agams.t Pete
duP?~t's plan _to eliminate farm
least not important enough to drain he wore at every performance.
. Last night he reappeared, this subs1d1es over five yea_rs, and allo_w
the Student Activity Fund. It seems
to me there are better ways of . time as Conductor of the Vocal Jazz the ~armers to operate m a free trac;l.e
spending student's money. The key Ensemble. Chris Humphrey has environment._Jack Kemp suppor~ed
idea ·is that the student activity fee organized an exceptional, extremely the farm su~>SI1Y P:ogram by statmg
is not a toy for SCOPE or any one · effective, highly motivated group t~a_t the eltmm~~10~ of farm subof young people whose perforl!lance s1d1es would be . a disaster for the
else to play games with.
-Tunnell blames slow ticket sales was a· real joy to hear and see. They farmer of the mAfwest, the farmer
on student apathy. Maybe, maybe were having fun, they were making of New ':7ork, of the farmer_of New
not. Perhaps student apathy stems great music. The credit goes to this Ha':llpshm~ and for t~e agncultural
· from the feeling that all UNH - young man for the superb job he policy oft~ts country. Is Jack Kemp
· truely desires is new and inventive did in organizing, arranging and for or agamst free ~r~de?
teaching the group. I even appre- _- T,he f~rm sl:lbsi~ies cos~ New
ways to squeeze money from our
bank accounts. Either ·way -the ciate _the w-ay he arranged the Hamp~h1_re residents an estimated
demand for tickets isn't what she performers on the stage, in a 175 m 1~l10~ dollars per year and
expected. She also claims SCOPE symmetric~l vet irn;lividual format . t~e. nat10n s taxpayers almost 26
is in a no win situation with the He is very 1mpress1ve, and I wa_nt pillion dollars per yea_r. Jack Kemp
INXS fOncert. What is she talking to applaud his fine work. It was mce supports these subs1d1es that do
about? SCOPE screws up and saves to see tha·t he had graduated to not make the farmers or the tax· payers, ~ny bette~ oft. _If Jack-Kemp
.
.
itself by shafting the student body. wearing shoes.
I do appreciate the r:nus1c, t~e ts a senous presidential contender,
With her attitude, she'd make a top ·
rate executive working for Public imagination the growth m matunty he would adopt the duPont farm
· Service Co.!11pany of New Hamp: of the stud~nts performance, ~nd subsidy pha_se~out pl~n and t~ans- ,
the effectiveness of the Musical form rhetonc mto action.
:, shire.
~incerely,
David Noble EQ\1-_Cational Pr_QE_Eafl1. It makes :
Cums J. Barry
·
··

Ketnp
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Another si4e to the Sawyer story
.· by Scott Lounsbury
Both as a former RA, and as a friend of Jennifer
of you who have had your trust denied like that
Batchelder, I protest the treatment given her by
know what a slap in the face that can be.
.
the New Hampshire rep_orting and cartoon staffs.
No, I wasn't a perfect RA. And yes, I did go off
The incident at Sawyer Hall required action, and
campus to get drunk and to relieve tension once
I belie'fe .Ms. Batchelder' s actions were appropriate,
in a while. Heck, if I'm confessing, I even came
and undeserving of the reaction·. perpetuated by
back drunk once or twice; but not so drunk that
The New Hampshire.
I was out of control, and I wasn't trashed so that
The question is asked, "Why did Ms. Batchelder · ·
I W?1S causing a disturbance and putting my fellow
have to report the. incident?" For two reasons. The
staff members in compromising positions. Also,
first reason is that it was her job to do so, as simple
please don't get m~ wrong ·- I bear no malice to
as that. Part of the job description of an RA is "policy
those RA's who come back drunk and aren't in
up-holder." Ms. Batchelder upheld po1icy when
control, providing that they accept responsibility
she reported the incident. The second reason she
,for their actions, which these two RA's did. People
had to report it was that, if she had not, .she would
choose whether or not to break a law, and whether
have compromised her position in relation to her
or not to be that out of control; people must then
residents. The disturbance was created in such a
abide by the consequences inherent in their decisions.
manner that floor members were knocking on doors
These two RA's accepted those consequences when
saying "Hey, come and see, ou.r RA is trashed!"
they made the decision to drink heavily. It was they,
This was not a mere "stagger in and hope no one
not Ms. Batchelder, who got themselves into that
sees," this was a loud, obnoxious disturbance, as
situation. It wasn't Ms. Batchelder who asked for
it .has been described to me'. If Ms. Batchelder had
their resignations either; if you have a complaint
not reported the incident then she risked the loss
there, take it to Residential Life, not to Ms.
of respect of many of the residents who saw both
Batchelder. It seems that many people are trying
her and. the two RA's causing the disturbance. At
to blame Ms. Batchelder for being- an RA; that's
the very least she ran the risk of having her ignorance
simply_not fair. Those of you who know Jennifer
of the event thrown back at her in the future when
know that she is both a caring person and a damn
she was confronting on<:; of the residents presen.good RA.
t .._::' 'Oh, yeah, you'll protect your own, but you'll
At this point, I will turn to our esteemed school
write me up!" Don't try and te11 me it wouldn't
newspaper, The New Hampshire. I seem to recall
have happened, I was an RA.
·
_a few weeks back The New Hampshire stating that
The .same question is asked in an accusatory
they research their stories thoroughly, and that
manner, "Why couldn't she turn the other cheek?"
. they stand behind their reporters. I find three major
There is at least one major reason outside of those
factors missing from the stor}t covering this situation.
listed above. RA's have a habit of turning their
. l) Ms. Batchelder told me that she never heard
~ 1~ ·ch'eeks "'a t.ready"tproof rof d ris'\~·1 to be found in the
... fro m"anyone .frorh The New Hampshire: Oh thdse
relatively few incident reports filed in relation to
words "unavailable for comment" cover up so much,
how many underage beers are consumed 9n this ·
don't they? It makes it seem as if the person was
campus in any given time period, Hey, people .. .in
specifically trying to hide, as. if their side of the
case you hadn't heard, the drinking age is 21. RA's
story wasn't valid. B~fore using accusatory stater
·are on th~ lookout for irresponsible drinking, and
men't s such as the above, and such as "whistleblowing," it would seem to be in the best interest
0 e·v en that is often passed over because it's ·rough
tq be a,, hard-ass. Please imagine, then, walking
of all not to print an article without all the facts.
, t11,iou,gh a door to finc;l two RA' s, two people you' re
I believe that either The New Ha'f(tpshire was too
"sup.posed to be able to trust to be responsible, trashed
concerned with a time deadline (an idea I find hard
and creating a not-so-minor disturbance. Only those
to believe, seeing as how the story was out Tuesday,

:."

and the paper out Friday), or that the reporter didn't
. bother to really find out what'happep.ed from all
sides of the issue. 2) I happened to be up on Ms.
Batchelder's floor for a visit (she wasn't there, I
helped clean some of an egg off her door) when
I talked with one of her floor residents. This resident
was supportive of his RA's actions, ·and seemed
to think that the floor agreed with him. Ms.
Batchelder herself told me that her floor "was really
cool about the whole thing." Nowhere in the article
did I see that there was student opinion in favor
of Ms. Batchelder. 3) ·This student also told me
that the two RA's had been planning on quitting
soon anyway. Now, whether or not that was true,
it seems that The New Hampshire could have
checked it out and either confirmed or disproved
the rumor. In any event, The New Hampshire left
Ms. Batchelder without a shred of support;
defenseless when there was defense .to be held.
Not to mention the poo[... taste, and -pure
viciousness of the cartoon Jumpin' Jake which
appeared in Tuesday's edition. May l mention to
the author of J.J. that a) if jaywalking were the worst
offense which an RA had to worry about, their jobs
would be a damn sight easier. b) RA's ar~ ultimately
state employees, and are therefore bound to uphold
,state law. c) Jaywalking and being irresponsibly
drunk when one is supposed to be responsible are
two very different things, if for the mere sense ·
that jayw3.-lking}n no wafharms an RA's credibility
with a ·resiae'.n t a.rid ·d) The decis.ion of whether
ot no,r:to·"'f ile . a report is not a pow~r judgement,
as you;:s~em to} hink. X kJ;1ow of no .RA' s~on campus
who are RA's merely for the power kick ,- it simply
isn't worth the shit they have to put up with.
. Being an RA is a hard enough job as it is. The
insensitivity of the residents is par for the course;
but that they should have their job made harder
by sloppy reporting techniques, and by outright
viciousness from a person not even directly involved,
is absolutely intolerable. Ms. Batchelder is a good
person, an exceptional RA, and I, for one, support
he~
..
.
Scott Lounsbury is a senior majoring in Music Education.
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Handicapped parking ·. problems
'

,

.

py Melissa J. Schrier
enough to wish a sprained ankle on all the folks
in the administration who have the power to do
somethi·f.lg about the parking problem but don't,
year after year. But I'm afraid the lesson· would
be lost on them. I tend to doubt that they ever have
, problems getting a parking place where they work,
even if they. are sound and healthy enough to walk
the ~istances that everyone else must:
· It may be a cliche, but it's certainly true; one never
appreciates the. difficulties of the handicapped until
one becomes handicapped oneself. Three weeks _._
aso I sprained my foot, and suddenly getting around
campus becam'e a major frustration. Public Safety
was very co·operative about .giving me a temporary
"handicapped" parking permit. However, as the
old saying goes, that and a dime will get you a phone
call. I work at Thompson Hall, and the logical place
to park was the Thompson Hall lot. That was when
I found out that there are only two spots reserved
for handicapped folks, and ·if those two are filled,
and there aren't any meters available, go fish. The
parking lot attendent was _very apologetic, and did

Elsewhere on ca~pus, they have put in a nice,
new parking lot at Eiizabeth Demeritt House, new
home of the Controller's Office, and another place
I have to go a lot_. They put in two handicapped
spots. Except only. one is ,available ..The other one
is nearly always occupied - perfectly legitimately
- by ~c fellow whq works. in Petree House. And the
one available spot? The landscaping crew knocked
over the sign and didn't bother to put it back up:
Go fish. l parked on the street, risking a ticket from
the ever-vigilant Durham police who, like their ·
orange-jacketed counr·erparts, rarely miss .an
opportunity to do their duty. ·
I am better, now. I can hobble with my ·cane from
Snively w_it:hout too inuch difficulty. But I. can't
help thinking about the folks who aren't going to
get better, who face every day not only the ordinary
problem of dealing with a ridiculovsly inadequate
parking situation, but the double whammy of having
to struggle to walk the long distances this
administration seems to feel every body should
have to walk without complaining. I'm almost cruel

his best to give me a space when he could, but if
there. were none ·available his hands were tied. He
couldn't let me park in any of the empty spots blocked
by cones. Orders. Two spaces must be reserved for
overflow from the Admissions parking lot--even
though they are tarely used, and in fact have not
been used in ~he past five weeks. The rest of the
reserved spaces are for administrative people who
have appointments at Thompson HaHoHices-important people, not just anybody who might have
business there. The parking lot .attendent must
be specifically notified by the powers that these
irr,iportant people are ·expected. It matters not how
able-bodied tQey are. And the attendent confided
to me that they often. show up .late, or not at all,
but the space must be reserved anyway. And what
was I supposed to q.o? I could either wait for a _space
to open up, or I could go hunting. That was when
I found out how rare handicapped spots are - at
least within limping distance of Thompson Hall.

Melissa]. Schrier is an archives
clerk at Tho'[npson Hall.
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1NXS Show What They're Made, Of
INXS with New Man
UNH Field House
November 8, 1987
By Patrik Jonsson.
Sex is the one thing, the
original sin:, a new sensation,
that fuels the Australian group
INXS. it is the .reason for their
. being and performing. They
kicked the crowd at the UNH
Fieldhou~e raw Sunday night
with songs mixing politics with
sweat, swaying hips, and sex.
After experiencing INXS'.
live show, one has to wonder
what ",really'' goes o~ in the
Land Down Under. A good half
of their songs ,are wonderfully
un-moral, as sex is.a strong focus
in the lyrics, the music, and lead
singer/ songwriter Michael Hutchence' s ·repertoire of dances,
hair swings, and glowing eyes.
After opening with some
tight tunes from their new
album Kick, "Guns in the Sky",

Hutchence, looking like a people sitting around a boun'60's •version Johnny Cougar tiful table, . ripping drumsticks
Mellencamp with a bit more off turkeys while a very attracswing to the hips andbetter,back tive lady licks the pulp of ti very
. bends, glided around, the sq1.ge, -, suggestive fruit. "Don't
the perfect enigma f(?r th~se Change," probably the best .
sensual tunes. Like our phallic representation of an INXS song,
friend that teased Eve in Eden, rocked. '
· .
· ·
he slid around, cool, slick,
sensual, enticing. His presence
was a boon to the songs and the
live show pepped up the real
Hutchence's presence com- ·
meanings of the ~O_J:!gS. __
plemented the rest of the band,.
all at once taking the spot-Jight • ·
while leaving enough space,,. for.
-INXS have had their share the band. The Fariss brothers,
of hit songs ·and were able tQ Jon, Tim, and Andy, on drums,
permeate their set with known guitars and keyboards re~pecones from past records as well tively, Garry;Beers on bass, and
as selections from the new one. Kirk Pengilly on· guitars, sax
"The Devil In You" and "Me- and vocals, ·all run on the same
diate" were _the strongest from . nitro as Hutchence with their
Kick. "Mediate" came to a rippling guitar chords, hoveting
climax as Hutchence slowly syn th, and ·bellowing sax work
ripped a piece of paper holding _~hich picked up ~is.__nDt-always~ ·.

Shown here: three differe(!t scenes -from S~nday night's INXS
show at the Jieldhouse. The band featured selections from
their new album Kick as well as some older selections. Singer ·
Michael Hutchence dazzled with his sexual "new sensations"
while guitari~ts Tim Fariss and Kirk Peng~lly cranked out
the solos.
(Craig Parker phot?s)·
about the Star Wars program,
an:d the title ·track, they played
"A New Sensation" as classic
nudes flashed on the three
screens flanking the drummer,
making clear exactly which
sensation
that is.-- - - · - _I
-

tzri\ TV(l
.1

v...c1v ......

the lyrics, singing, "mediate,
fabricate, hallucinate, fascinate,
complicate,» and as he ended
with, "liberate, liberate, liberate," he held the remaining
piece up, brought it to his
mouth, and swallowed it..

.

'"

m.1x.1ng

politicJ wit/J
Jwea~ 1wafl1tg
/Ji_p~ and Jex//

so-perfect voice up and dusted
it off. Hutchence without this
band would be like Cherrry Coke
v.1ithout the cherry, and that's
nice in these days of dainty solocarrers and group break ups.

. Qnly when the grotJp ventured into straight-out -rock and
roll did they lack. Songs like
"Yonder She's Walking~' and
"Good Times,''. both relying too
heavily on run of the mill chord
changes, fell -short of the sensual
excitement of tlieir own brand
of music.
New Man, the opening band,
fit the rock riff-and-some-spiff
bill better which was good. They
have a song or two on record
and on video and they were a
good warm-up, ~ut not so over ..
whelming as to take the hea- -·
diner's banner away.
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Men tor - · Pupit · · f/REHOSE Blaze }1:·T. .S

·· :~~~ ·
~·
to Dixo-n 's .reco'f d .side by side
··across his face; Separately en- is. the .i ea:wa:kenint'of Watt as
w.it-h this or;ie,. one would never · fIREHOSE with Slovenly
tertaining, collectively amazing. a vocalist. · Arno rig other . ,
know that the same man was and Spot 1019
The show got off to an aus- numbers, he performed the · "'
behind th_e bpaid ob both crea- T. T. The Bears,
picious start as Watt announced funniest tune of the night, ,,,.
Cambridge, MA
.
,
fion~.
the mission :whicl-1, brollght probably called "I,.Rern..ember,"
,/:: ,· Dix,o ns r~_cord IS p.,a rk.~~ by ,· November 8
Guadalcanal Diary
fIREHOSE to· thfa smalfclub ·-- on•";,hiqh; in\.:f in·osi::genial .tone,
. .
-•. . . .
__smootp· and easy rhythms ,_a nd;.·. ·
2x4
j'ust, outside _of B0st9n: James . he hega1no regieµ1ber the time
. .
p1eas~e~od ie.s. Div:~rse ~t.: By Ar_t~ij:W Lme .
Worthy. Of course«talk of the · wh~)1,, y-ou kn6w . /_!je .:reinemElektra Records
· ''.,
is not as·, asisk from,,:the: ha-sic
-·>..
Lakers' three-point man was not bered the time when, oh, you
brlght ·and"folorful ·pbp tunes ;·
.
By Arthur Lizie
11
.,~
well received in Celtics country, remembe.r. Pretty funny.
•
<"
'
a
("Rpmeo")',·
raveup_
'
a
.
th¢.re's
hers
te..ac_
Looking at famous
p;.·
exbe
to
s
em_
e
~oup
g~_
T~,e
.
.bOl!_IlQ,
.w~re
things
peculiar
_
so
.r
and students throughb'Ut his- blues tune (' '·Gh Out Of"•The
a:r1~jt1.g -~thfiti<:,~,e ( ~oire as
fIREHOSE fa; rock and r.o'll nt happe11. ~a,{tJ e~R~ed to ,t:h:g,,:· ~_p_
wry, 9ne can often see marked J}ag"), and a;tu9e from !}roadn~w songs found them a
other
.
Celtic
pass
new
hrs
how
crowd
•'
be:'fu~~
mean,t;~o
was
it
way
the
:•cool").
diffe~.s in styles, in spite way (West Si/ q Stc,v's
i~rf jah~,-do:fri' s:~1!1~ ~ap,
f
.
f
_
i!tle'
l
:
i
:'
~'
&ii'~~
was\
way-,_
t~e
by
n
e
Gr~.
one
then
.
more
was
There
get.
you
hat
VJ
r
hea
you.
What
examFor
ass0€iations.
close
of
more melodic: First
berng
and
autoan
-with
Worthy
by
tened
.
,
was
~alist
VQr
the
cue;
-:-missed
the
esp~cially
disc,
of-the
ple, Plato and Aristotle just did Most·
live ; are alespecially
listens,
wait
hour
three
a
after
graph
had
not· get along on many subjects. radio hit "Be .-rowed .Time'.'. and wobbly at times;-'rh~ band
by, .so we'll t
judge
to
hard
ways
dealership.
car
LA
an
at
line
in
t
to
crowd
through·.the
w,alk
io:~
.
:
J*e:
ynds
o
~
;''
One can just ima~gine .'Jpe·r:nc:·' '. ';F ehtuarylngenue
album t
ifrtrp,tfJ,the
wj
to
qavir
,just
:~·
th~
sliov,foff
•he·
No-soorier·did
just
this
-of
well mar.rfr red fare from·~an·· : rei ch the stage:) 1.ll
staying up all night waiting
4
grnsp ~-.:
gone!'
a~
w•:ger
out
·
fei
a
after
wfi°en,
inst.r~men·c
the
of
cha'rm
the
to
i·dded
CosQCElvis
versjo;t1
American
arguing
the TV to be invented,
i;;
hese:guys
~
;
tsP;,
ng?.(\a_
o
th~sq:
or:\_
·:,.
e
dpe:nirig'>tu:11.
the:
of
chords{
·
.
.
hundre&o.dd
two
occasion. Sure
. .
about whether or not there is tello. · . . "
rhe·atea in ~·rei'rift:st
they
wheri
.
Celtic
tne
a1n,''"
t
Cap
"Brave
,.
ir{
int.c/
cramped
were
people
marked
is
_
record
Diarls
The
way
one
had
One
ab.s olute truth.
1
~
-,., / :-tt. /. 'ff'.;-\ fr
of doing things, the other had _. },)ntraigh( forwa.rsl me)<, aqd area the size of,yoµ 'r av_q ;age ,.; . lep,:_acJniµs icyva'9edi/ the,,hiss, · .M·~re~:
;;:
fIREprecee~ed
•,
Sldventy'
Don't
1
dorm room while noise ' tendering it inoperadye.
another. Sometimes things just -·· roll. ·1t got som:e 'really .riic\:i single
1
fortya
with
stage
the
to
HOSE
fans
their
or
Cdtics
the
with
fool
jackavfrage
your
as
0ud
a~
~armonies, ("-Lit,aiiy \Life Goes
don:t mesh.
minute ·set -of bright dirge-like
hamrw ~ buzzed about, but what on their own turf, Mike
. Thege_n erou~., set cont_a ined rock, mostl_ycul_led from their '\
do you w,wr , whicker?
l nos.t :af the .favdrites ·,from the\ ·~ laresJ S$f p.rscRiposte. Slqvenly ,_..
.,.,,.
. firsr' recbrd, Ragzri ''Full "on, as : . ' can best'be-stimnied hp as cross ~:,
It was just like g_o ing home, well as many tunes from the new between R.E.M. and Joy Div -:: :
another SST gig \.\ [th good ol' album if'n which wJHb,e released .. )sicm. playing louder and faster _
Ed, Mike, and Ge'oq;~ from on November 27~Jhe.,,sfa..Y: W:h~.n ,,:> _y f i::~i,~rns of U2's "40." It was :ll:
the endless reruns of Miracle an enJoyable set, but the group ~\,
fIREHOSE. Ed fROMUIITO
(Crawford) jingled and jangled On 34th Street start up again. would fare a little better as a'n ~!"
?'.}'
away on guitar while belting out .Although .the band seem~d a bit instrumental band.
the v_ocals in helter skelter weary -of the _olde_r tunes, often . . Op~ner.Spot 1019 brought ~
fashion; Mike Wa;tt boomed running fhrGug'h them.. w'· idt\ all., the.:fun ::of San Francisco to :.
away on bass and occasional breakneck speed, those songs ~ostori, even though they left ~•~;
vocals, more then once pound-. · still p·roved tpe highligh'ts of the Rice-a-Roni at home~Their ~)
ing his instrument on his head;. the set. EspeciiJ.Ily _hot yve're fl bran~,of .eountry harmomes and
George Hurley banged away at blazing "It Matters,:· a blistering · punk ethics were loads of fun. \i
the skins, a new set, looking a -"Relating .Dudes To Jazz," and Most importantly, they don't ·:i
take themselves too seriously, · .
cross between Sammy Hagar a burning "Chemical Wire."
With the new material, the ·· and don't expect to .c rowd to -~
an·d .Mick Bucknell with h1s ·
~ _;;
wave of .blund hair streaked ·most interesting development either.

Qon Dixon
Rotneo At Julliard
Enigma Records

\s

for ,

comes·

s

0

•

a

.}

.

•

l

Guadalcan~ Diary: Murray Attaway, John Poe, Rhett Crowe
and J eff Walls (Terry Allen photo) ,,
· In another example, let's look On)"), some quiet moments
at Don Dixon and one of his ("Little Birds"), and some dymany pupils, Gua9alcanal Diary. nam~c splashes ("Say Please") .
Don Dixon has beeri the mentor _T he most interesting song is
of many bands, helping ciut in "Lips Of Steel," heavy on reverb
production and other tricks of and drums, which smacks of
. the trade with, among others, some people who have listened
R.E.M., Marshall Crenshaw, and to Revolver once too often for
Let's Active. Just as one can their own good.
The rriost startling discovery
examine the conflicts between
Plato and Aristotle, one can also in comparing the two discs is
examine the differences be- Dixon's insistance on overprotween Dixon and a band he ducing the drums on other
people's work. He _d id it with
produces.
I

'

Two faces of singer/vocalist/producer Don Dixon
Don Dixon's new disc, im-. · R.E.M., and to a lesser extent
agiriatively called Romeo At with others; he does it to-2,x
Julliard, is a study in pop songw- . 4, but he leaves the heavy hand
riting, a la Elvis Costello. It's from his ow'n disc. What makes
concise, sedate, and well tem- him want to turn up the drums
pered. It's not something that on other's work hit not on his
people are going to be blaring own?
In the final tally, bot~ of these
out at top volume c1t parties. It's
enjoyable, but in a rather per- t discs are worth a listen, although
someone listening to Dixon
sonal sort of way. . 1
In stark contrast, 2 x 4, -the because he produced Guad<!lcan· Dixon produced disc from ·Gua- ·a1 Diary might be disappointed,
dalcanal Diary; is loud, rambun~ · just as the inverse is true: Listen
cious, and expansive. It's some- to Romeo At Julliard to impress
thing. that oqe could crank .t o yourself, and listen 2 x 4 to
explosive porportions and not impress your friends~ Either disc
b~ ashamed to do so. Listening is a worthy adventure.

The Mercy Seat
Slash Records
By Arthur Lizie

Violent Femmes. Gano adds and a spirit,:rai se1fse, -b:utj _µ ~r
some interesting harmonies and as list.e nirtg to · Billy B'rag.g
. response vocals, often playing . preath ,- his· well intentione4' ·
· the congregation to Von Hep- -~ leftist philos9p9_i~s can- grow
pinsta'.ll's preacher, btit in ·spite tiring. afte.r :-a'while, .s<;>···c<l:n li,s~
· of his seemingly overbearing tening to th~ .word :.6 f the' "good
Gospel music just isn't hip presence, it's all Zena's band. . . King Jesus" grow thin. · · , . ·
· The Mercy Seat is .a -fun type
The best tunes feature an old
anymore. Sure, So1omon cooked
up some groovy tunes iri The time gospel feel mixed With an of off beat' -r ecord thaf will
. Bible and Elvis "The Lord" . in.cessent tribal thythm: "Let unfortunate.ly be overlooke'd
Presley brought some res pee~ Me Ride," "Let The Church Roll bec'ause of. its subject -matter.
' tability to the genre; but it just· . On/I Won't Be Back," and "Get Even if you don't agree with ,the
ain't hip. Some people do it well Up (When The world Comes mes sage, listen .to this_reco-r d
and some people listen to it, but Tumbling Down)" to be par- just for tpe beat and the rhythm . .
we're not talking Amy Grant ticular. It's all quite uplifting Maybe gospel will becom·e hip
·
or Christy L~ne here, we're · and moving, in both a,-'physical once agairi. ·
dirty,
talking get-down-androck-out-in-the- pulpit religious
music. Anyone who has seen .
James Brown getting The Word
across to Jonn Belushi in The
Blues Brothers knows the kind
ot gospel that I'm preaching.
Too bad, but it's tres p~sse
( disregard the fact that these
typewriters don't accent pi;-op·
·
erly.)
The Mercy Seat are reaHy .
close to gospel music, but they're als9· dose to the cutting edge_.
They ir.ead that fine line be·tween gospel arid punk that one
encounters so often. They have
managed to mix a good religou·s
upbringing with the Sex Pistols
and the Dead Boys. It's fun and
you might just get yourself
.
' saved. .
The Mercy Seat is the ~usical
· vision of' one Zena Von ·Heppinstall. She started the musical
.marriage .of gospel and punk in
19-82 , ·a nd after a series of
acquistions, found in her $and,
aside from bassist Patrice Moran
and drummer Fernando Menen··
dez, Gordon Gano, the lead The Mercy Seat: Patrice Moran, Gordan Gano, Ve~a Von
_si~8er ~1:1~ _guitarist for the Heppinsatall, and Fernando Menendez (George Lang photo)
C

/
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STUDENTS-$3.00 .. ·

AD~SSION:

:u:::::~~:~oo

at Memorial Union Ticket Office.
Remaining Tickets Will be Sold at the Door.
CO-SPONSORED BY THE CEILI SHOW -

WUNH 91.3

...J ·

UNH Faculty & Students·
New Discount Rate
To Logan

1a.
$20

,t ONE WAY
I

Want to spend your junior year
in ·France?
me learn about UNH's,Junior Year Program
at the Universite de . Bourgogne (Dijon, France). .
Me.e t with students who have participated
· in this program and pick up an application blank
(due by 15 December at the Depa.r tment of Frerich
&Italian, 10~ Murkland Hall);

,t ROUND TRIP

* Faculty/Studen t I.D. Required
Effective November 1
Service from

ii

J1"ckets' Av1·lable· 1·n· Adva·nce ·__·

_l___"'._::::!Ee:1.1...

$

•

••
•
•••
•

@I\t\.I\\\/\1\IIJ1/lI\

TRADITIONAL MUSIC

...•
•

TIME: 4 p.m.; 10 Nov.
PLACE: 203· Murkland Hall

.. See you there! .

Friendship Inn in Dover

Information ·on this
program will be .
· available in 102 Murkland
· for those unable to attend.

C&J
LIMO
742-5111
I
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM·

· · BLOOM. COUNTY
~ €V€~Y/JOPY..._

·5TKtK€'5

over<..,,

7H€R€'Z

PUTYOUR
COLLEGE
DEGREE
· 10.WORK-.

by Mike Peters

by Berke Breathed

Air Force Officer
Training School is
·, an excellent sta;rt
to d cha'llengin'.g;·.
career ds an Air,\
Force officer. We
offer great starting
·
· pay, medical
care, 30 days of .
vacation with pay
each y~ar and., .
management.
opportuni:ties. _- _::~;
Contact your Air
Force recruiter:c ·
, todoy. Call · · ·
. M Sgt Ric-hard Lebel· .·
603 - 868-·1266 collect

eveN Ir YOf/ /Ill PIP 8€Hlll/i
UK€ fl MOB Of KflPICfll,
5ff?€flf1-7H€~W€'IIL-7H

111€ /?€€P

'Of/N/15 m'tlr
~/1 H~UN&,,.

.(!)' {eH MacNe/Jy

.... - ~ rubbing sorne
club soda. on them..
'

. :OMEn-llNG TeU..S ME

'™'5 ,w,N·r woRK errnEJ<: ...

(•

t

· By Doug Marlette

KUDZU
1 WANi1"0il--lAt-lKYCU
GA\..S FOR t~vrn!'-1(:, Mt
10 SPE.b-\<.10 YOU ON

1

''WOMEN \N ,-1-\FCHURG\ '...

... SPEA~ING Of WOMEN,
DID YOU l--\c::t>-R i~E ONE
ABOU1' H<)\J.rn-\E LORD

PtCkE.P ou-r ·-n..\A1" N/W.'c
~oR-n-\E \,..,b-.\)\£S •••
''WOM'c.N "/ Y'KNOW ...

C O N D l) M I N I L; M S t

1 & 2 "BR apardnents with
modern applfances 5 minutes
from campus in Newmarket. On
Kari-Van .route. Rents starting.
fro_m $450 to $498 per month.
Option to live free for 3 mos.
· and apply as down payment.
Why not buy when morgage
'payments could be the same as
your rent. Convince your parents to buy and when you
graduate let the sale of your
condo pay your college tuition!

ABRAHAM@
B9STON INVESTORS

Calvin .and Hobbes
1rs ·mE 9-.D TR'JTu, Dt,.,D.
t{OBC)D'{ Cf\R£5 A\30\JT '{O\}R
\)OS \'\\O\'\S 0~ f~\\-\8<.\-\00Q.
WE J\.15\ Wt\l\'ff IO ¥..ffiW
~80\J\ '{0\JR C\-\~Qf\Gt\<.

by 'Bill Watterson

IF '{OIJ'Rt. GO\~G 1() St O~D
K~O'N
µ8<£, wt t-l~VE
I

'°

~()\J'%. ~BJER DONE OR S/\\D

l).N'fn-\\~<; -ml\, WOO\.D ~
~ l i a~ iO\JR 0\.l\)G-t-NtJ,ff.

I \-1~\JE '{0\JR 'COL B
~E~~~K ·1-\E

~ME

Open House Daily
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
· For information,
pleas·e call

(603 )659-7_251
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·.· .. UNHSKICLUB ·.. ·:
,.PRESENTS·
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~ ..
December 5 Day trip to
Loon ~ountain .only $29 .
Inclu.d es , .skiing a~d
transportatio n. · ·
Com~ .,ski·-be.fore the
,

.sti:ess '.of finals.
Christmas Break in Stowe, Vermont $195,;
January 3-8 includ~s lodging, skiing, food
and Hot tubs. Special UNH CoHege Week
'

.·tlVE · w/special guests IT FIGURES
LIVE
--FRIDAY NIGHT
. LIVE
IN THE MUB PUB . .

llVE

·.

.

'

..

Spring Break in Breckenridg e, .Colorado
$630; 8 Great mountains, 255 trails, only a
·
·
few spots left. ·
,,

:

;

•

~

. l .a-.~
.

.

see us:

.

_ _. presented by

MUSO.
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Party on the .Peak
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An·e~ucation for those -who can't look the ~ther way~ :

If you gain satisfaction
from r~achii:i,g out and
helpin_g 9thers, Northeastern Univ~rsity has a special
place for you. At BostonBouve Co,llege of Human
, Development Professions
. you can learn to assist
others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time and
full-time basis and combine
· dassroom theory with
practical, hands-on
experience.
Call (617) 437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,
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• Exercise Scien_ces
Athletic TI-aining
Biornechanics
· Clinical Exercise Physiology
• Physical Education
• Recreation, Sport &
Fitness Management
• Rehabilitation Counseling
• Speech-Language
Pathology & Audiology
Nondegree Certification
Programs
· • Counseling
• Elementary & Secondary
· School Teacher.Preparation
• Special Education

· Northeastern University, ,
· 6oston, MA 02115. ,
Master of Education
Programs
• Counseling
• Consultii;i.g Teacher of
·
Reading
• Curriculum and
Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
·
• Rehabilitation
Administration
• Special Education
Master of Science
Programs .
• Counseling Psychology

Northeastern
University

An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.
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Boston-Bouve
College
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TO OUR HOUSE
FOR LUN CH
.

.

.. SMITH HALL
INTERNATIONAL
· .· FOOD
LUNCHEON · ...
· 'WO RLD WID E TASTES'

.........c

F ranee , •· ·•. · .·• Bermd da ·. · · ·
Indone~ia Sri Lanka
...
Botswana · ....'-==..,.'1!!4
· Malaysia · ... South Korea Spain
, Costa Rica · Canad a
-I srael ·· - . Greece
Japan
Sweden . · _Germa ny
Jordan
·· India .
Egypt
Italy ·
Englcind

· and more ..... !·!

· FREE DRINKS .
MIN IMA L CH ARG E
FOR FOOD
1

llam 2pni
FRIDAY NOV 13th ·
-

..,,

.........

/
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CLASSIFIED
Thinking of learning how to ski this season?
Used equipment on sale at NHOC ski sale
Nov 11-14, MUS.
2 Bedroom Condo in Newmarket, 7 minutes
from campus, 1 minute from Fitness center.
Dishwasher, Washer/Dryer access. $498
a month. Ren.t now and get up to 3 months
free at 659~7251 . Call Steve O'Neal. 10ain
106 pm.

Need a pair of longer boards to shred down
the mountain? NHOC ski S?le Nov 11-14
Granite State. Rciqm, MUS. ·
Have ski fever yet? Come to NHOC ski sale
Nov.11th, 9am-7pm, Nove 12th and 13th
1 0am-6pm, and Nov. 14th 9am-4p·m.
· Gr.anite State Room ., MUS.

Trave l Field Opportunity. Gain valuable
marketing experience while earning money.
Campus representatives ne!:)ded imme- ,
diately for spring break trips to Florida. Call
Campus Marketing at 1-800-=282-6221 .
Party! On-campus representative or organization needed to pr.ornate Spring Break
trip to Florida. Earn money,, free trips, and
valuable work experience . Cal l lnterC~mpus Programs at 1-800433-77 47.

3 Room cottage on Great Bay,,purhar:n on : . "1 9.88 Campaign T-Shirts. T-shirts with
Overseas jobs .. . Summer, year round .
Cedar Pt: Rct , $3'00 a mor,ith al'ile:l ,utilities.
.-Europe, South Amerfca , Australia, As ia.
resumes tor 1988 presidential candidates.
- ·-;,
Call Lloyd. 719-6987:.,
Wear resume of Dukakis, Bush, Jacks on, . Ail Fields. $900-2000,mo. Sightseeing. Free
Dole, ·Simon, Kemp, Gore, Babbi.tt, Robert- · information. Write IJC, P,O. Box 52 -NH01,
Very Nice Room ~ Dover, Quiet Residential
Corona Del MAR, CA 92625.
son or Gephardt. $9.95 to RESUME MAarea, Kitchen priv.ileges, near Kari-Van
CHO, Dept. 32F, Box 1897, Brookline, MA
225/ mo 742 ~6126 ever,iings
WORK ON THE FARM . Green acres
'
'
'
~!
02146. Sizes S/M/L/XL.
stab les, offe.rs ·flexible hours f.or var.ious
for
COMPUTER. 'DOT' portable . IBM com- . chores, r.iding program. Also, available
~mployees: Susan ·or Dennis, 742-3377.
patible. 128K, two drives, built in printer.
•

-

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

(
\

r
!

I
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ROCK you~BLl'.JES away UNCLE HARRY!!!
Thurs .-,Nov.. 12-9 p.rl) . . Stone Chruch,
Newmarket.
SMITH HALL INT!;RNATIONAL LUN°
CHEON . Something you've always craved
fort!! A. variety ' of 'fo-6'd fr om different
countries. Friday, Natl. 13th 11am-2pm.

.-c· ·~
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..·.·
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We bought first ~ew c~r!- NGw must sell
1978 Ford Fairmont.'Good~condition. Best
offer. 862-2342/749,3412-.' ·

Carrying case, data transfer kit. Much
original software. Perfect coAdition. $795.
659-2665.
1983 Toyota Celica GT. Red/.Black cloth .
interior. AM/FM cassette, cruise. Like new!.
86:;-3620 days, 749-4290 nights.
1979 M~zda GLC Hatchback, 4-speed,
blue, runs great, am/fm, 35 plus miles ,$600. Mike 862-4600 or 659-6014 nights.
Leather jacket - ladies, size 9, custom made
by local craftsman, beautiful quality, _waist
length. Need money for bills. $125.00. 7494183.

Missing: White kitten with gray and tan~
Vicinity of Bay Road. Newmarket. No collar:
Has special needs. 659-6427. · ·

WEIGHT BENCH for sale: Best Offer. Small,
lightweight, freesty le ben(?h perfect for
. dorm room or apartment. Call Sarah at 8624433.

When mummies skinny dip.

' _"tr1

1975 Dodge Dart Sport, 3' speed, AM/FM
stereo,-• New exhaust, engiAe in excellent
condition, $1100 or best offer, must sell.
Call: Jim 868-3137/ · ··
1975 D,6dge Dart Sport, -~ 's peed , Runs
excellen( -New exh;wst: AM/FM stereo,
$1000 or 8.0. Call: 868-313't (Jim)

Commer.cial/Residential Cleaning _Service ·
looking for energetic, self-directed person.
$6 hr- Will traiA; flexible hours. Super boss,
'
.
.
.
· Call 749-6069.

Attendant wanted for male ,quadraplic. Will
train. Flexible hours. Meals included. On
Kari-Van route. Must have license. $6 an
hour. Call' Ron evenings #7 42-3541 ..

MUST .SELL' - Two stereos and one ten
speed bike. Call Mark in Portsmouth - 431 - ·
Companion to live in with elderly woman.
-4669. leave mess~g~..
~n Durham,. salary, room"and board. Light
THINK SNO~!! NHOC :i's havin1;i their ski
housekeeping. Inquire mornings Room 319,
sale Nov. 11-14 Granite State Room MUS.
James Hall.
old/new equipment and actessories!
Helper for Hanaicapped person. $6 an hour.
Wan t to iook f-1OT on the _mountain this
No experie~ce necessary. Hours negotyear? Come to the NHOe ski sale . Nov.
iable. Easy work. Great boss. Call Dan at
11-14, Gr~ Qite State Room MUS.
692-4764 evenings.
Christ:rn as is ¢omingf Bay yourself or
Mature _persGn to help mother care for 3
someone else new equ ipment/ clothing
young chirdre ri. Liv~ -in arrangement on
at NHOC ski saie Nov. 11 -14, Granite State
90-acre farm in Lee, N.H. Become part of
Room , MUS. ·
our family. Flexible hours in exchange for
SKI! Ski! $Kl! NHOC Ski sale, Nov 11-14, room and board. 868-1480.
Granite State Room .,M,UB 11th 9am -7pm,
CASH. CASH. CASH. DISTRIBUTE FLY12th and 13th 10am-6pm, 14th 9am-4pm.
ERS TO SEACOAST HOMES AND BUSISpend your day off buying new ski is!! NHOC
NESSES . OWN TRANSPORTATION ski sale begins 01\ Veteran··s Day Nov 11- WALKING SHOES - FRIENDLY . CALL
14 Grariite State Room MUB .
APPLE PAINTING AND RESTORATION_~·
PORTSMOUTH . 431 -4669 . Leave mesHave any usable wjnter equipment you
want to sell at:the N~ OC ~ki sale ? Call us sage.

.

.

· .

•.: _

Adopfton: Pregnant and considering op~
tions? N.E. c~wple would like to help. We
are wishing to parent a :new-born and
guarantee lots of love and a i:iecure 'home.
Legal. Expense-s paid . To firid out more
please call collect. (603) 942-5625. Ste~
phanie and Gary.

Word Processing - Paper!>, theses, manuscripts, QUALITY GUARANTEED. Typing speed over 90 WMP. Scientific and
technical experience. Hourly rate or per
page pricing depending on condition of
work. Call Victoria Benn. 749-1365.

0

for more info 862-21 45.

THE FAR SIDE

Ellt,Your p;pe w
fo und af-fne s
We KM':lv / cJu d. ,
Hewe you no r,
Wfi qt J<i,nol
· c::rre you

By GARY L:ARSON

Learn Astrology -. Learn a_ooblt New Age.
'Astrology and. your daily astroluck. Send
self addressed stamped envelope to Paul
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail L-237, New
Smyrna Beach, FL 32069

Single Male, 29 seeks female 18 and over,
s easy-going, frietndly, fun . I like music,
who i_
sports , m·ov ies, outdoors. Not much o.n
crowds or nqise, prefer homelife. If interested, please write- Paul, P.O. Box 239,
Durham, NH 03824.

Want to go away for Spring Break? Cancun,
Bahamas, Florida or Bermuda at low rate
prices? Call Tricia at 868-1121 .

- - --

Bartending Course - Learn a :valuable skil l
for fun or profit. Prepare for a- good paying
part-time or vacation job. Get hands. on
professional training behind an actual bar,
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun
our way. Certificate Awarded . School is
licensed and .is on UNH Kari-Van ro 6te.
Visitors welcome . Evening classes . Call
or write for Free Brochure. Mast,er l;lartender School, 84 Main st. :,,New.ma r.ket,
NH Tel. 659-3718.
Guitar Lessons - Study with a G.I.T. GRAD.
Improvisational concepts, techni_que, ear
training, ·chords, harmony lnd:th'eory, all
styles. Call 749-4780.
CONGR}\TULATIONS- To the winners of
the Sigma Phi Epsilon raffle . 1st prize
Rachel West, 2nd prize Leah Denechaud,
and 3rd prize Nancy Craig.

Are your skis not what they used to be?
Buy a new pair at NHOC ski sale Nov. 1114. MUB
Diane, We've shared so much, if we part
· please know that in my heart my love for
·
you Forever Burns. Joe
To Rosemary's Babies - Thanks for the
8-B-Q. Skinny drink that beer. Bob - nice
eclairs. Love Strafford, A3 , Pike and Sarah.
Batman - Than x for the best times of my
life. I'm really glad the dog survived. 2,413
yard s in one gam e? I'm not that dumb You're the greatest! XOXO Catwoman .
Congratulations on your second goal and
win, Ri c k' Who's th e be st? Bill -of course'
But, don 't ever drop me off on the rocks
aga in , or hang me over a bric';:ie. Love ya
- as a fri end!
· Hi De and Karen, hope you both had a good
weekend without me. I'm really glad I stayed
up ThursdaY. night and went out with you
guys. We have to start doing it more. Love .
ya - Joanne.

University of New lfampshire
-Theater and Dance Department
THE
presents

HI DO DO, YOU CALIFORNIACHICK. GET
BACK HERE SOON. WE MISS YOU . LOVE,
THE GIRLS IN UAC #A-3.

DINING

HAP PY 2 1st BIRTHDAY SUE!! We hop e
yo u had a awesom e day. Love ·Debs arid
Leah

ROOM

CHRI S, Thanks for th e weekend! 11 was
more than meaningful, it was real! I hope
it's only the beginningl!!
Steve- Want to play wiffle-ball? Maybe we
· can use a ball next time instead of my ass!
Love- Skinny.
Hi J.B.- I love you! Love- Cally**
Vinnie, Pammy & Lil' Sua- Hi. ~ongrats on
CA!!!!! Love Lizard.
BASS PLAYER, DRUMMER WANTED to
form local band
Call Timmy T@ 868-9859 or Terry@ 8681983.
Congratulations to the winners of !He
SIGMA PHI EPSILON raffle. 1st prize
Rachel West, 2nd prize Leah Denechaud,
and 3rd prize Nancy Craig.

,·

The Comedy_By A~R. Gurney _
NOV. 13,14,18,19,20,21 AT 8 PM
NOV. 18 AT 10:30 AM
Johnson Theater - Paul Creative · _·
Arts Center
UNH, Durham
Gen.~ $6;
.
UNll Students Employees,
Alumni and Seniors: :. $5 ·
Reservations: 862-2290, Mon.-Fri.,
10 am to _4 P,tn
·

....
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.The Bro ther s
of Delt a.Chi

DERN ESS
TRAILS
Mill Road Plaza, Durham, NH 03824

wish to extend
their
congra tulation s
to their
newly initiated
brothers

Chris Gardner
Jeff Gaspero ni ·.
Darryl Glendye
. Ben Jones
, Peter .Kenney
. Chris Knight ·
·Dave Leland
Greg ·M ar·k ey

I 20

41.

(603) 868-5584

OFF-EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
DURING OUR

15th .ANNIV ERSA RY SALE
That's right, we are celebrating our 15th year of bringing you the finest in
outdoor gear and clothing by offering ·you 2oi off anything and everything in
the store (some items are reduced up to 501 off). You can't buy anything at the
· ·
regular price.

Don Morse·
Peter Mulholla nd
Rob Reynolds ,

1. REGISTER TO WIN A PATAGONIA.SVNCHILLA PARKAI 1

SALE DATES: NOV. 12 - NOV. 14, 1987

Mike Robinson
. . Rich Telford
Jack Welsh Ari Wertheim er ·

3 days only - - - -

SPECIAL HOURS: THURS - FRIDAY 9:00
SATURDAY 9:00 - 5:00

- 9:00

- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • r■ • • • ra • • • • • •~• • • • ra ra .r• • ■ • • • • • • • • • .r■ ra • • • • • • • • • • •

~2£~ -NIGHTS.~~~

r··---··----·-·---·-------·-------------------------------------~-\it~

·

~

9

·Mo nday : $2.0 0
.*.::~ small cheese pizia
l!/llllllil:/11111■1111111111111

·Tue sday : ·$4.0 0 ,
*.::~ · large cheese Piz?a ·

~
-Start ing at 6:00 - close
~oeue.o/·. Ptna
"f!,JJ,

q,"" ·OUM .'9t IJJiD, ?>e 1?uJf WUA
1H ~

~~;~~~ _· · · ·

f•

Accile''

· for Deliveries 868-2224 .
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Swimm ers surpri se ·t tuskie s

swam a personal best of 1:16.55 than a first. Throughout this
UNH mounted_ a mini- ing. · We resorted to j)litzes By Marie Reilly
and put that to shame agains't grueling event, UNH's Rebecca
swimwomen's
The Wildcat
comeback as a Jean pass was several times, but we got burnt
Dorhety kept a small lead with
with a time of 1:14.56.
UConn
beaten
·riot
had
team
ming
them."
on
in
defender
Maine
a
by
tipped
Breaststroker Chris Allen not a UConn woman right on her
WILDCAT NOTES: The city · UConn in three years, but
the end zone and w_as caught by
Chris Braune for the-touchdown. , of Portland deserves a big hand Saturday was a different story only ' achieved a personal best heels.
It wasn't until the last fifty
as the 'Cats beat the Hu$kies, of 1:18.41 but also qualified for
· Maine then took three plays for the preparation of the field.
the New England Champion- yards that Dorhety put it into
145-123.
and punted and things started Snow hit the area early-Saturday
overdriVe and smoked the ·
.
"It was a big upset," said an ships.
· looking pretty good for the good - morning but by game time, the
Freshman Bethany Haller Husky swimmer. Both Jack~on
guys. On 3rd and 3 from the field was clear and ready to excited coach Skelley. "The
.:Maine 27, Jean's pass to Olds go ... Rumors were flying around UConn coach was quite sur- and captain Sharon Jackson and Hallet'. left a little for the
conquered the 200-fly with a last fifty yards, taking over
··
was knocked down by defender before the game that Norm pdsed himself."
UConn. ~wimmersand moving
first and second respectively.
from
high
a
on
till
s
_
was
UNH
and
responding
was
ankle
Ford's
and
dow11
Steve Luke. Fourth
The Wildcats showed their themselves into third and
the sophomore, tailback would their win over UVM and were
the 'Cats had to get it.
Folks were scratching their be able to start. Ford ran the ball. ready for a close m~et .. lJ.Conh · · depth in the sprint freestyle fo~r~h, , ,. , ·
. The last event of.the day, the
was favored so the 'Cats knew events. In the 50-free, Branon
heads when Jean again dropped only twice, gaining two yards.
back to pass and once again, "He looked pretty gpod right they had nothing to lose and took s(:!cond with a personal besf · 4Q0--fieestyle relay saw UCortn's
Luke slapped. it o:ut· of Olds' · up unt,il the pre-game warm- everything to gain. On paper, of '?,5.7. Meghan McCarthy and . B. relay false-start and be disbands. Two downs and the 'Cats ups," said Bowes. "His ankle the teams appeare_d even and Bochenek follgwed very closely qualified. _This to,ok a little·
couldn't get three yards. Why started to bother him. We put it came down to who wanted .it behind with a third and fourth. pre~sure off the UNH women .
, ' In the 1 OO- freest y 1e, but they stiU had to worry about
him · in ·for two plays and he · more.
·qidn't they run?
.· __
McCarthy barely touched out the A ·re)ay>· : , ·
as
out
start
didn't
meet
The
was
It
ankle.
the
on
cut
:_ "You have to go with what's couldn't
McCar'.thy :was first off the
working at the time," :said fr-µs ·tr~tipg : f~- s~e.'·' .;. UNH ., : \vell as the Wildcats had hoped u'Conn who just edged Branon.
:Bowes. 'The run wasn't work- ·r1ayoff Possibihty·Update:_ The · ~s UConn edged away with a win UNH ·got a first and a third--: block for UNH with Bochenek ·
<:ats must take care of b~smess in the 400 medley relay, but .Depth was evident in the dis- next. It became ~vident thatthe
Jng well, we only rushed for 90
tance freestyle event as well. competition wasn't coming
and beat UMass this wee- UNH was not discouraged.
first
the
· ~yards the wh~ame, and
The second event the 1000- Davis, Desmarais, and freshman from UCqnn, it was coming
kend and then UConn . After
· ;passing was ge(ting us places."
from -UNH's own B relay team
:;< Maine Wc:!-S again forced to that, it dep~n4s on whe~~ t}:iey free, _was won wi;h ease by Karen Lorenz took second, third oFKitchen,
Tanya Horne, Mi. :punt 'the ball away, but Joy are plac~d rn the polls. lf ~e _, UNH'.s Karen Davis. Placing and fourth in the 500-free.
and Lorenz. It was
Lizotte,
cheie
c!,iving
the
pefore
SCOre
T~e/
teammate
fellow
was
second
·
still
we
16,
top
the
rn
get
can
and
one
this
onto
hold
'.,,couldn't
· M~ine recovered at the UNB . pa v~ _a _v~,ry" .~ ood cliance, of ...Carolyn Desmarais. After this event was UNH 68, UConn 49; _ tl)e Witdcat. !',.. team ~gainst the
-:
;Jo. Buck took· bi~ · reatn ~Ii the · makmg it; ' sa1d,.Bowes_. .. Mame, · event UNH took the lead from a comfortable spread. Sopho::. · Wildcat B team. · ·" ·· ·
now
racing
were
.teams
The
,
cedsecond
more·ParnGauvinpla
,way
that
it-stayed
and
'UCo~n
:i\vay dow·n tn the ·five·:.yard line •with thei! _win Saturday, won
'in the. one-meter diving and _· for ·tbeir own pe.rsonal victqry.
: :w here Fox scored the killer two trad1t10nal awards. The for the rest of the day.
third. the ·t hree-meter event. Sue Ogden, third off the block
·
quickout
j_umped
Branon
Youchdown?fd buri~d the Wilµ- Briqe-C9~,e_ll Musk~t, na,med · _ Jen
after former {!Maine coach· -' ly in the 200-fi;eestyle, winning New team member Kathy for tl)e .(\ relay, puH_!:l9\ahea1i of .
: ~cats.
/.: Bowes felt that there ma'Y "Foxy" Fred Brice and former it with a time :0 f 2:04.25. Not . Walsh took, third place in the the tr team·,'· giVirtg"Ber lea~( to
: have been too much emotiori:' · UNH coach Bill Cowell fell into far behind was Wilci'cat Beth. one-meter and fourth in the anchor Brap.on. Bran~m brou,ght
it home and 'kept ~he re.Jay
,
three-meter.
\fo. his players for the game. "The their hands as did the Bochenek who took second.
Fortunately, UNH's Nancy ·, · The score· squeaked closer undefeated.
Jntensity ·was there all week," i.:w·o odman~Robinson Trophy.
What g_ave UNH: it's winning
\}ie said. "I think we might have Gary Robinson was a UNH Kitchen, who missed the UVM (120-UNH, 116-UConn), the
rgeen too high for this game . student and a member of the meet was back in action Sat-: · .closest the meet had been. UNH · edge was the depth. Not only
trfhere· w,ere guys in the locker varsity swim team who died in · urday~ Kitchen, their key back~ .. felt the pfessure and was deter- coµlc;l they q.pture a su_bstanfial
arilount _of 'vidor"ies but tljey
:~foom :J5efore the1ga,me crying .. ,· 1975 ' an~{Bmce \Xl.oodnian was ·. stroker took firsts in the 100 mined tQ win.
The ,outcome of the meet were consistently in the,second,
·:w7e made mistakes Satur_day that ,_ a former U,ldaine baseball and and 200-yard backstroke'eveiuS
'basketb.alLpfayer who passed . and Pam Gauvin placed third came down to the last two third and fourth ·s pots. It was
' we haven't made all yea.r." ·
events, the 400-individual med- a true team effort.
\ Anotherkeyaspectto Maine's . away in 1979 ... UNH looks to . in the 100-yarder. ___ . . .
.UNH travels to Northeastern
ley and the 400-freestyle . relay.
once
ing
n
Cun_
clpiatn··Sarah
l'c:_~-•
l
f'
:
~~•'
a,·tough·lcrS's·~t<Ji;tJ.M~
~
~ m~'ifs"'.'fl1e1fttrte~tr6lj'·:gi've~t-:~~ 'V.e:fige'
to Buck by his huge offensive lc1:,st year when the Minutemen again achieved a personal best 130th t~ams knew UConn was · -Saturclay for a meet at 1:00. The
line. Buck could hive camped travel to Durham .for a 1:00 in the 100-yard backstroke. Last favored.fa the400 IM, but UNH next home meet is November
)Jut anq had a picnic lunch on show~own. UMass g_o t throttled week against Vermont, Cunning couldn't afford anything less 21st, at 2:00 against._URI. The
,
meet is a co-ed one.
·
• ,.,
,!.
>several :plays:· "They'tett!:ie best ,,,. by VrJ!,a-nova Saturday, 44-1_7,
terrible
a
<.and the.biggescoffens'i:ve·line .· ana has been:having
,.- we\re come acros_s,Y:s,~iJf:Bowes; ·, year. Ihe -,p re-:season Yan~ee
"They ,had greafprotection and ·: Conference favorites .would like
.;Buck was ba~k\ there seeing . nothing b~tter than to destroy
· ,
(co~tin~ed from page 28)
thin clear! and execut- - the Wildcats' ·chances.

in·

0
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. better defensively in our own
.
playing right now."
The game is a sort of home- end," O'Connor said. "When
coming 'for McShane, who · the puck's in our end, all five
played on the Wildcat hockey guys, not jusnhe defense, hav~
team until he graduated in•1971. to make the effort to clear it."
The young deknse (sophoHe is UNH's 20th career scor.:.
ing leader with 42 goals and 97 mores Jeff Lazaro and .Chris
Grassie and freshmen Kevin
assists.
"There will be a little bit of Dean,. David MacIntyre, and
emotion," McShane said about • Adrien Plavsic), are progressing
coming back. "I've been up there just as· O'Connor had hoped. "I
so many times now ,though, it's look at t}:iose five guys as they
not like it was at first . . lt'-s . 'go into t4e.league, and I see five
· -, . guys who can play in this leagq.e
another game:···.
The .Wildcats that McShane's and play very well," O'Connor
Friar,s:' w'ill face tonight ar,e 5-aid. '.'.There's no questio'n
.coming o(fa 5.-3 exhibi6ori wiri _::- they're b~~_ter t_h an what we've
.
over in2·s tate rival -Dartmouth had the pasdewyears.''
Making his first sta.r t in the
last-'SatutdaY: That· is the typical
'offensive outp~t O'Connor ex- Oartrrloufh game';· ·f reshma,n.
cpeqs from t~e team, ~:wt the . goalie Pat Morrison saved 24
eight..goals they got ag~fnst BU , sliots and ·s hut out the Gre(;n
for the Hnal 30 minutes. "We
nor the 'two versus BC.
,., "More rea,istically, yv-e're'a ; waqted to see Pat in a ga.n'i,e
and · .situation," O'Connor said. "We
team that Js goit;ig ·_fO scr~p
1
goal~ a garrie," - were very pleased with ho~ l).e
get four ,gf'
.
O'Cotirior said. "We'v'e got some played."
It has yet to be decided.whet}:iguys who can put the puck in
er Morrison or fellow freshman
·the net, but every team does."
,
· Freshman Chris Winnes'leads Pat Szturm will be in the nets
gets up close and personal. wi tb a BU Terrier in rece4lt action. ·
· '' · -the 'Cats with 2 goals and three tonight. O'Connor also said that
assists·, ge~ting, all in last Wed.: .h~ hopes senior Mike Rossetti,
d'. ,."
. nesda:y•s contest -against BU. who was injured in the BU
Sophomore David Aiken also , game, will be ready for the .garrfe.
(contimi~g from page 28)
As was .e_v ident _by Snively,'s
to score the only Wildc;at goal . ' _has two goals. Ov:er~l~, the 'Cats
and in fact had chances to
the score against the best team late in the second ha:l,f. . ;· : .< '.; ,. ha\'e ·1 0.. goals~thrpugh the two . wild crowd at the Dartmouth
Hilinski thinks this gam~ ·will games, a ·mark that took them game, Wildcat hockey is becoqiin the land.
"There was a point," Hilinski help the te·~m in the tourna- four gam~s to reach last season. ing fun again. Tonight's contest
__peiens~vely, ~NH has made between two apparen~ly:_equal
said, "where we had a surge -ol, .,, ment. "I thrn~ so beca~se. we
momentum where we could · ~ave pla-y~ed, t,he,-best. m the · p;iista:kes m ,tbe first tw_o games teams should also prove to
•,
'
.
fr1 OJlf ·•· ·a1\.d, accord:ing to; O'Connor, please fans.
have tieldr won the game.''... : ,, ,pation aad "ri:o qne,
"It'll be · a matter of who
only a team effort can prevent
North Carolina did add two region played them," ~he said.

five

, •Wildcat iceman Mike Rossetti
(Craig Parker file photo)
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.. off the bat. Ourdefense was not
ready."
"Too many of us were intimidated, as defensjvely we did aot
matk ;well," Peggy Hilinski said.
. " " Nfte,r ,the quick outburst by
:· North Carolina, the 'Cats settled
,,down and p.layed fairly well.
Tl.i~y were only o~tsc;9red 2~1.
.·,··4urini(the last sixty minutes

tie
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Sports
cats
!\Jaine capi taliz es on 'Cat s' erro rs Wild
t. •
..--....111111

By Rick Kampersal

Ouch. Seven dropped passes.
Ouch. 11 penalties worth 103
yards. Ouch. Two missed field
goals that shoul~ have been
made. Ouch. A pivotal 28-14
conference loss to Maine.
UNH, put simply, beat themselves Saturday at Portland's
Fitzgerald Stadium. Mistakes
28, UNH 14.
On a blustery November .
afternoon, the Black Bears
earned ~ probable trip to the
playoffs ·with the conference's
at-large bid. "Maine's a fine
football team,'. ' said Wildcat ·
coach Bill Bowes. 'TU be the
first one to congratulate them
even though we contributed to
their victory." ,
Penalties have haunted UNH
all season long, but they were
more obvious in this game,
considering the importance.
"There's no question the penalties have hurt us," said Bowes.
"We looked good on our first
drive, but then we had couple
of screw-ups and a bad snap.
Th?-t cost us six."
For a while it looked as
though the Maine defense was
not going to allow the Wildcats
to score as t_hey pitched a shutout
_ for three quarters.
The Black Be.ars got things
rolling when quarterback Mike
Buck ( 17-27, 207 yards, 2 TDs)
found his tall tight end, Tony
Lanza all alone in the end ZOil€
at 5: 15 of the first quarter. / · .,
The second quarter was uneventful, but the Wildcats certainly had their chances. After
freshman Tom Joy returned a
Steve Be,11 punt for 51 yards,
quarterback Bob Jean (20-53,
225 yards, 2 TDs) took over at
the Maine 21.·
On 3rd and eight Jean found
Curtis Olds (6 catches, 88 yards,
1 TD) at the Ma,i ne five-yard
line, creating a 1st and goal
situation. Tailback Todd Urbanik gained two over the left
fackk, but the 'Cats were flagged
fu.r illegal prQcedure,- pushing
them back to the eighL
Jean found Spittel, 6ut he was
taken down on the one. Jean
then pitched to Urbanik who
was promptly introduced to
Black Bear linebacker Joe Trefe-

-~ge . 10

·

· .

--

NC.AA's
·
· ·

Host first

.

iwo rounds

· By John Kelley
Before they left for Chapel
Hill, the UNH- field hockey
team knew they needed to play
~ a perfect game to beat number
one ranked , North Carolina.
They <lid· not and lost 4-1.
. But much more important
than their season ending loss
is the fact that the Wildcats (106-1) will l?e entering the NCAA
tournament as the seventh seed
. and hosting the,preliminary and
;quarterfinal rounds of the tour-·
. nament starting on Saturday at
noon against UMass(ll-5-3).
The home field advantage.
could not have come at a better
e for the Wildcats because
in 1987 they were ·7 -0 at home
and only 3-6-1 on .the road.
"It (playing at home) is going
to be great," Kate Dumphy said.
"Without a doubt, no one knows
The
our field like we do."
winner of the UNH-UMass
game will play the undefeated
Providence Friars (18-0-3) Sun.
.
day.
· This is the first time that the ·
'Cats have ever hosted the
NCAA tournamment. This is
ironic because UNH has de-f, initely had more successful
regular sea.sons than the one this
year. The ·reason the Wildcats
are hostirig the tournament is
because UNH has the best
facilities of any post-season
·
team in the region.
Now back to the North Carolina game, the Tar Heels
simply used their tremendous
speed and stick work ~kills to ,·
carry th.em throughout the
contest.
The Wildcats knew they could
not afford 'to fall behind but they
found themselves down 2-0 in
the first ten minutes~
"The (final) score should
have peen 2-1," Dumphy said.
_"But they scored two goals right

a

aine. Urbanik gained 72 yard
. then. Loss o-f three and ·a field
goal attempt of 11 yards.
Eric Facey, who has been ·
having his problems this season, .
couldn't connect on the chip
shot and a prime scoring chance
went by the boards. "Eric has
had some troubles," said Bowes.
"I really can't pinpoint what it
is, but he has to get out of it.
He's been a great kicker for
three years and we need him."
That missed opportunity took
what little wind the 'Cats had
in their sail away.
The Black Bears came out
storming in the third q:uarter,
scoring two touchdowns before .
the Wildcats could even approach Maine territory.
On a 1st and 10 from the NH
. 39, Maine tailback Jim fox ( 18
-rushes, 102 yards) exploded
through a huge hole and scooted
into the end zone. With 1:32
remaining· in the quarter, Buck
connected with Sergio Hebra
for a 10-yard score, making the
deficit 21-0.

FOOTBALL, page 27 ,

.

Mai.ne quarterba~k Mike Buck unleashes a pass Saturday. Buck
r·...
;engineered the all-important wi_n. (Rick Kampersal photo)
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Fria rs com ing to tow n
By Paul Sweeney
Of the eight victories the
Wildcat hock~y team recorded
last season, three came from
four games against Providence
College (the other was a 4-4 tie).
With the new -season just un- ·
derway and the Friars at Snively
tonight (7pm), UNH is hoping
to maintain those bragging
rights and pick up its first win.
Both teams have improved
since they last met, a 7 -1 rout
by the Wildc_a ts in February.
Providence is 2-1-1 this year
with victories over Northeastern and Lowell, while UNH,
though 0-2, has played Boston
College and Boston University
·
very competitively.
"It sh0uld be a pretty close
gafue," Providence coach Mike
· McShane said. "We have more
~xperience than them this year,
. Steve Horner gets tangled with a Terrier but still keeps his but they've got -some good
recruits which has made them
.stick on the puck as he homes in for a shot. (Craig Parker)

.
stronger."
It is a new-look Providence
team that comes to Snively .
seeking revenge or. two early
season wins-by the 'Cats last
year. "Without having seen
them (Providence) play, It's
hard to say how we compare
with t_hem," - UNH interim
coach. Dave O'Connor said.
"We're going out and giving the
same effort as we ha-ve been."
As a team loaded with freshmen and sophomores last year,
Providence scored the fewest
goals in Hockey East (104).
Now that those players have an
extra year of experience, a lot ·
of the pressure is taken off of
senior captain Gord Cruickshank, last season's only offensive hope.
."We've spread the offen_~~ out
more this season," McShane
said. Chris Stapleton, Tom
Fitzgerald, Paul Flaherty and

freshman Mario Aube are all
threats along with Cruickshank
·
(5 goals so far).
"Coach McSbane thought that
they'd be much better because
of experience and the results
have shown it," O'Connor said.
"The year of experience has
.
helped them this year."
The Friar defense has also
made strides, thanks largely to
the performance of sophomore
goalie Mark Romaine. After
playing in only five games last
season, Romaine is 2-0-1 with
a 3.67 goals against average so
far. He wiH split the duties with .
Matt Merton, who surrendered
eight goals against BC in Providence's first game ..
"Mark's played very well,"
McShane said. "We're playing
both goaltenders, but Romaine
has had the hot hand so he's
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